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ABSTRACT 

A set of ordered rules accounting for a wide varlety 
of Sanskrit sandhi phenomena are presented and defended. 
I~ is demons tr..-~ ted that these phenomena, whlch have trad 1-
tionally been considered as quite separate and unrelated 
proces3es, are in fact intimately connected. 

Chapter 1 contains a brief formal account of the 
linguist.tc principles underlying the analyses in the fol
lowing chapters. 

In Chepter 2 the rules of vowel sendhi are examined. 
It is shown that these rules must apply cyclically. 

In Chapter 3 the traditional rules for the retroflexion 
of s and n and for assimilation of retroflexion are re
stated in-terms of distinctive features. 

Chapter 4 deals wlth the relationship of the retro
flexion rules to other morJ?hOphonemic processes--to internal 
sandhi rules for roots in ~ ~~ and k~ and to general spi-
rant sandhi rules. Another set or cyclical rules is dis
covered, and the traditional treatment of these rules ls 
examined and criticized. 

Chapter 5 is concerned with the features of aspira
tion and volclng. Grassrjtan' s Law and Bartholomae 's Law are 
formulated as synchronic rules of Sanskrit, and evidence 
for considering voiceless aspirates as clusters is adduced. 

In Chapter 6 the relationship of sandhi rules for r 
and s to the rules in the preced:tng chapters is examined. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Purpose and Soope 

In this work we present a set of rules for the 

description o~' certain aspects of Sanskrit phonology. 

It is our aim to demonstrate that if rules are formu

lated in terms or phonological features, rather than 

in terms of phonemes or similar units, and if the set 

of rules is considered as having an order imposed upon 

it, then significant economies of description can be 

achieved and apparently unrelated phenomena can often 

be accounted for by a single very general rule. 

We shall show that a number of Sanskrit sandhi 

rules--particularly those dealing with vowel-vowel 

sandhi, retroflexion, voicing~ and aspiration--are, in 

fact, intimately connected. In the course of this demon

stration we shall have occasion to comment on various 

formal features of phonological representations and rules. 

1.2 Sources 

There is no lack of Sanskrit data. On the con

trary, there is an immense amount of venerable material, 

both linguistic and metalinguistic--the Vedas, the 

epics, fables, drama, legal and philosophical treatises, 

treatises on phonetics and grammar, commentaries on 

these, and commentaries on the commentaries. This body 

of literature was composed over a period of not less 

than ~500 year~, during which time the language changed 
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considerably and many regional dialects developed. One 

t'orm of S~,nskrit, fixed (more or less) by the great gram-

marians as a learned language~ continues in use today. 

However, true native ... ~~eakers of Classical Sanskrit do 

not exist, and have not existed for ovet- two millenia. The. 
IAIIJ"•3e. Jt~,.,JI!il. htre ,.~ flf£ t!ICs.J·,ecl Se.tsA:..-,f .t~f -Me !)r~4r J'NL11t41flt;-,.v!S. 

The purpose of this work is not the elucida-

tion, interpretation~ or analysis of the texts. Nor is 

it a commentary on PaQini, or even a reinterpretation 

of PaQini in terms of generative phonology. Sanskrit 

textual analysis has a long history, as does the dis

cussion of grammar {chiefly morphology and phonology) 

in the P!tJinean framework. However~ the principal results 

of such investigations are available in numerous hand-

books, and we shall have little to add to them. Rather 

we shall take the handbook rules as our startj.ng point. 

Our examples are either drawn from the handbooks {hence, 

ultimately from the texts) or else created according to 

well-known rules. The sources of these examples will not 

be indicated, although doubtful forms and particularly 

rare phenomena will be marked as such. 

Our principal sources are Whitney i960 and 

Emeneau 1958 (for statements of the traditional rules) 

and Whitney 1885 and Monier-Williams 1899 (for lists 

or forms). Whitney's rules, like those of Renou 1961, 

are notable for their exhaustiveness; nearly every type 

of exception is noted~ and most are exemplified. 
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Emeneau's rules have the opposite virtue: they are con

cise and quotable. In matters of phonetic detail we 

are indebted to Allen 1961. 

1.3. Linguistic Framework 

The g~neral linguistic framework for our approach 

to Sanskrit phonology is the Jakobsonian system of distinc-

tive features as incorporated into Chomsky's system of 
1 

generative grammar by Halle and Chomsky. In this frame-

work a grammar consists of three components--a syntactic 

component that generates a set of deep structures for 

the sentences of a language and converts these deep 

structures into an (infinite) set of surface structures, 

a semantic component that operat~s upon the deep struc-

tures to yield semantic interpretations, and a phono

logical component that operates upon the surface struc

tures to yield phonological interpretations (transcrip

tions in a universal phonetic alphabet). 

1.3.1. The Input to the Phenological Component 

We assume that the surface structure of a sen-

tence can be represented as a labeled bracketing of 

a string of elements called formatives. Some formatives 

have associated with them sets of function-values, or 

markings. 

1 

Some markings are at least partially syntactic 

The discussion of generative phonology in Chomsky 
1964 includes a bibliography of this development. 
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or morphemic in character; the anima~eness of nouns 

and the conjugation class of verbs are examples. Let 

us call these the unit markings of a formative. The 

set of unit markings of a formative has its source in 

sets of markings associated with lexical items lnserted 

into deep structures. We leave open the possibility 

tha.t in the mapping of deep structures into surface 

structures unit markings may be added, changed, or 

rf?. fe rre d to. 

The remaining markings of a formative--the ~

mental markings--are the specifically phonological ones. 

Some formatives are divided into one or more segments, 

each segment being a (possibly nu112 ) set of segmental 

markings. Segmental markings, like unit markings, 

derive from markings associated with lexical items; 

segmental markings, however, are not affected by the 

operation of transformational rules, or referred to by 

such rules. 

So that we can conveniently refer to unit mark-

ings in phonological rules, we make the convention that 

if y is a unit marking of the formative x, then every 

segment in x has y as a member. Thus, if a. root has the 

marking 3declension (i.e., "third declension") every 

segment in the root also has this marking. 

2 
It is certainly possible that there are languages in 

which all the features of a se~ent are predictable 
in certain positions, although (to our knowledge) 
no such example has been pointed out in the 
literature. 



A· function of which a marking is a value is a 

feature; a (classificatory) distinctive feature is a 

function having as its value a segmental marking of a 

formative. Classificatory distinctive features are 

binary; that is, they are functions onto a two-element 
llc:>t 

set. The other features are"necessarily binary. 

We have left open the possibilities that some 

formatives have no markings and that some formatives 

have only unit markings. Such grammatical elements as 

tense or case morphemes may be of one or the other of 

these types in some languages. The word boundarz # is 

often assumed to be a formative with no markings; however, 

we shall present some arguments for considering word 

boundaries to be sets of segmental markings.~~~~l~M9& 
.St.f!A.'£-k,_~ -forAA~~S fA4f 4/"c! n~i: ltiDH{.t. 

A string given as input to the phonological 

component will include labeled brackets spe~ifying the 

higher constituent structure of the formatives. Some 

phonological rules will refer to these labeled brackets. 

However, many rules will not, so that it is convenient 

to be able to refer to parts of a string without having 

to indicate which particular brackets might occur within 

the string. To this end the morpheme boundary + is used 

as a general separator of formatives; it stands for 

any sequence (including the null sequence) of brackets 

between two formatives. Thus, for many purposes we can 

consider each input to be a string consisting of + 1 s, 
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formatives without segmental markings, and segments. + 
SIJtll~ftnleJ ;s.e rara.f~s .(;.,-mo..fl~~S ~f a.,;e not' C"mulz·rV~Alt..f. 

1.3.2. The Classificatory Distinctive Features 

Following Jakobson, Fant, and Halle 1961, the 

set of classificatory distinctive features in any par-

ticular language is assumed to be a subset of a small 

universal set of features. The features to which we 

shall refer in this work are the following: 

1. Consonantality, abbreviated cons. Liquids 

and true consonants are +cons; glides and vowels are 

-cons. 

2. Vocalicity, abbreviated !££• Liquids and 

vowels are +voc; glides and true consonants are -voc. 

3. Obstruence, abbreviated obst. Non-nasal 

true consonants are +obst; all other segments are -obst. 

4. Continuance, abbreviated cont. Segments 

with oral closure (stops, nasals, the Sanskrit liquids) 

are -cont; all others (spirants, vowels, glides) are 

+cont. 

5. Gravity, abbreviated grv. Velar and labial 

consonants and back vowels are +grv; dental and palatal 

consonants and front vowels are -grv. 

6. Compactness, abbreviated comp. Back (velar 

and palatal) consonants and low vowels are +comp; front 

(dental and labial) consonants and mid and high vowels 

are -comp. 



7. Diffuseness, abbreviated diff. High \·owels 

and noncompact consonants are +diff; mid and low 

vowels and compaot consonants are -diff. 

8. Nasality, abbreviated n8s. 

9. Voicing, abbreviated vcd. 

10. Tenseness, abbreviated tns. Segments with 

notable muscular tenseness \aspirated stops, some 

so-called "long" vowels, and some spirants) are +tns; 

all other segments are -tnso 

11& Flatness, abbreviated fl. Segments with 

secondary constrictions at the pe·riphery of the oral 

cavity (labialized, pharyngealized, retroflected seg

ments) are +fl; all other segments are -fl. 

12. Stridency, abbreviated ~. Segments with 

high turbulence (affricates 1 ~as opposed tc Q, etc.) 

are +str; all other segments are -str. 

1.3.3. Phonemes and Segments 

In general a segment is not marked for every 

distinctive feature; phonological rules operate to 

fill in (and change) markings. From the set of all 

segments in lexical entries (or, equivalently, from the 

set of all.segments in strings given as input to the 

phonological component) we can abstract a set of 

segment-types called systematic phonemes (or, for short, 

phonemes): 

If x occurs as a segment in a lexical 

entry, and if no other segment in a 



lexical entry includes x (in the 

set-theoretic sense), then x is a 

(systematic) phoneme. 

..... 

Every segment can then be viewed as an instance of at 

least one phoneme. 

As a general r~quirement on the phonological 

system of any language we require that each phoneme 

be distinct from every other phoneme, in the following 

sense: 

The segment x is distinct from the seg

ment y if there is a distinctive fea

ture r such that +f is in x and -r is 

in y or such that -r is in x and +f 

is in y. 

The notation for a segment with the markings 

m 1 , m 2 , . • • , mn is 

It is often convenient, however, to refer to segments 

by single symbols. For this purpose we use underlined 

~atin letters with various diacritics. It is to be 

understood that these symbols are abbreviations for 

sets of markings. 
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1.3.4. The Operation of the Phonol~ca~g_C?mponent 

The phonological component consists of an ordered 

set of rules. These rules map the input to the phono

logical component into a narrow phonetlc transcription. 

In the course of this mapping the binary classifica-

tory features are replaced by many-valued phonetic fea

tures. The nature of the particular Sanskr!t problems 

dealt with in this work, however, is such that the dis

tinction between the original binary features and the 

resultant many-valued features is not important. More

over, there is considerable (and not very well under

stood) dialectal and historical variation in the pho

netic details of Sanskrit, so that it would be point

les~ to attempt to c~rry the mapping beyond a certain 

ste.ge. 

The rules may be grouped into three sets: 

{a) redundancy and morpheme structure rules, which fill 

in a marking for every feature in every segment, either 

on the basis of markings already in a segment or on the 

basis of markings in adjoining segments; (b) morphopho·

nemic rules, which change markings in segments, insert 

segments, delete segments, and combine segments, some

times using the information in unit markings of labeled 

bracketing; {c) late phonetic· rules, which produce nar

row phonetic transcriptions. Our interest in this work 

is almost entirely with the rules of set (b), although 

we shall have a few comments to make about the rules of 

set {a). 



1.3.4.1. The Form of the Rules 

1.3.4.1.1. General Conventions 

A typical rule is of the form 

read "s1 is rewritten as s2 in the environment after 

e1 and before e2." A rule may lack a left environment 

or a right environment, or both; a rule that lacks 

both is written as 

The s2 in a rule is a segment. The s1 is either 

{a) a formative without segmental markings or (b) a 

segment. In case (a) the rule prescribes that the for-

mative s1 be given the phonological shape s2; in case 

(b) the rule prescribes an addition to or modification 

of the markings in s 1• We shall be concerned primarily 

with rules of type {b). The e1 and e2 in a rule are 

strings consisting of segments, boundaries, labeled 

brackets, and formatives without segmental markings. 

A type (b) rule 

s1 ~ s2 / e1- e2 

is said to be applicabl~ to a segment s 3 occurring in 
G 

a stringAif the following conditions are satisfied: 

1. s 3 is not distiuct from s 1 , in the 

sense of 1.3.3 above. 
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2. Immediately to the left of s 3 there is 

a substring e3 of S which is subsumed 

by el, in the following sense: 

a. If x is a boundary, a labeled 

bracket, or a fo~ative without 

segmental markings, then it is 

subsumed by x, by +x, and by 

x+. 

h. If x is a segment and y is a 

segment not distinct from x, 

then x is subsumed by y, +y 

and y+. 

c. If xl is subsumed by Yl and x2 

is subsumed by Y2, then x1x2 

is subsumed by Y1Y2• 

3. Immediately to the right of s3 there 

is a substring e4 of S which is sub

sumed. by e2• 

When the rule is applied to s3, the markings 

in s2 replace the corresponding markings in s3; that 

is, if s2 contaius a marking m for some feature f, 

then m replaces whatever marking f has in s 3• When a 

rule is applied to a string S, it is applied (simultane

ously) to every segment ln S to which the rule is 

applicable and yields a resultant string s•. We indi

cate that Rule X when applied to S yields S' by writing 
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-_.~i 
J.i!i 

s---+ s• 
X 

• 

1.3.4.1.2. Abbreviatory Notations 

12. 

. 
In addition to the general conventions on the 

form and interpretation of rules, there are a number 

of conventions about abbreviations that we shall use 

throughout this work. 

First, curly brackets are used to indicate a 

logical disjunction. For example, [~~~~~st] is used to 

specify that a segment be marked either -cons or +voc--

that is, tha·t the segment be a non-vowel. And the envi-

ronment 

{#} 
/ 

is an abbreviation of the four environments 

/ + [-voc] 

/ # _ [-voc] 

/[V _PST 

/ (V _PF 

There is no particular difficulty of inter

pretation when curly brackets occur within segments.3 

3 It is possible to imagine situations in which different 
sets of curly brackets within different segments 
in a rule might be required to be "expanded" in 
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When curly brackets are used in other situations, how-

ever, they must be assumed to be a device for abbreviat

ing a set of ordered rules into a single "rule." In 

order to apply such a "rule;• we must first expand the 

"rule" into its component rules and then apply each of 

these in turn. In the general case the principles or 

expansion are rather complex. Our use or curly brackets 

is sufficiently restricted that a correct expansion or 

any given "rule" will usually follow from the applica

tion of the principles (a) expand outer brackets first, 

and (b) x 

Yl 
Y2 
• 
• 
• 
Yn 

z CL.<pands into 

• 
• 
• 

In the ambiguous cases--when one pair or brackets 

a particular order. A hypothetical example 
is cited in McCawley 1965, p. 39. For us, how
ever, curly brackets within segments are merely 
a device for referring to the complement of a 

class or segments; [ { ::~~s} J is used to refer 
to the complement ot the class or all segments 

[ +cons] 
not distinct from -voc • 
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l' 
I 
I '. 
I. 
I 
l 
! 
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neither includes nor iS included in another pair--it is 

usually immaterial, for our purposes, which of the pos

sible expansions is chosen. When we find it necessary 

to specify a particular order in these cases, we will 

number the brackets; brackets with the same number 

are expanded together (so that expands into 

xu) 
yv ~ and a pair of brackets numbered n is expanded before 

fnxy) rn+luvl a pair of brackets numbered n+l (so that l ~ ~ ~ 

xu 
~V 

expands into yu 1 and 
yv 

xu 

iv ) . 
yv 

l ; \ ' ~} expands into n+l n 

Second, parentheses are used to indicate 

optional parts of environments. A "rule" with paren

theses in its environments must be expanded into a set 

of ordered rules. It is sufficient for our purposes 

to require that the rules be ordered by decreasing 

length of environment, so that the environment 

expands into 

/ (x(y)) __ z 

/ xy_z 

/ X Z 

/ z • 

Parentheses may be numbered in the same way as curly 

brackets. 
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Thir.d, numerical subscripts and superscripts are 

used to indicate a sequence of segments all of the same 

type. A subscript specifies a lower bound on the num-

ber of segments, a superscript an upper bound. If no 

subscript is used, the lower bound is 1. If a subscript, 

but no superscript, is used, the upper bound is (in 

principle) infinite. Thus, (+ cons)0 indicates a 2 
[ -cons1 

sequence of zero or more segments marked +cons, +voc J 

indicates either one or two vowels, ( 124 
indicates 

a sequence of from two to four segments of any kind. 

The use of subscripts and superscripts is equivalent 

to the 11se of parentheses, and a "rule" containing sub-

scripts or supersc1·..~.pts in environments must be expanded 

into an ordered set of rules. 4 For example, the environ-

ment 

/ _ (-cons]~ [+obst) 

expands into 

4 

/ _ (-cons] (-cons] (-con~ ( +obst] 

/ _ ~-cons1 [-cons] [+obst] 

1 _ (-cons] [+obst} 

/ _ (+obst) 

If the upper bound on the number of occurrences of some 
segment in the environment of a "rule" is infinite, 
the "rule" then abbreviates an infinite number of 
rules. In this case the use of a subscript is no 
longer a simple notation for abbreviating a set of 
rules. However, the applicability of the "rule" 
to any given string is still decidable by the prin
ciples discussed above. 
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From this point on we shall cease distinguishing 

between rules (in the original sense of 1.3.4.1.1) and 

"rules" that are, presumably, abbreviations for ordered --
sets of rules. The reference of 'rule' in the follow-

ing sections should be clear from the context. 

Fourth, Greek letters are used as variables 

over + and - to indicate the agreement (or nonagreement) 

of markings ~ithin a segment or in different segments 

and also to indicate assimilation and dissimilation of 

segments with respect to certain features. Examples 
[ oceans] 

of the use of Greek variables: (a) -«voc indicates 
[ +cons] [-cons] 

a segment that is either -voc or +voc --i.e., ~ 

vowel or a true consonant; (b) ro<voc 1 - ... [+vcd) / 
L +consl 

_ (o< cons] is a rule specifying that liquids are 

voiced before liquids and true consonants and that true 

consonants are voiced before vowels and glides; {c) 

[ +obst] ~ [ 0(. vcd] / _ [oe vcd) is a rule speci

fying that obstruents are voiced before voiced segments, 

and voiceless before voiceless segments; (d) 
[ +voc] c+voe l 

ocgrv -+ [-o(grv] / _ [+cons) 0 -comp.l is a rule 

specifying that a back vowel is frontad, and that a 

front vowel is backed, when a mid or high vowel follows 

it, either immediately or with a consonant cluster inter

vening. In eases like (a), (b), and (c) the use of 

Greek letters is eliminable in favor of an expanded set 

of rules. In cases like (d), however, there is no gen-
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eral procedure for expanding the rule into an ordered 

set of rules that will have the same effect as the 

original rule, so that the use of Greek letters is not 

entirely a notational convention. 

Fifth, some rules will insert, delete, combine, 

or rearrange segments. The interpretation of such rules 

does not follow immediately from the principles in 

1.3.4.1.1. The insertion of the segment s in the en~i

ronment after e 1 and before e2 is indicated by 

~.Jd the de le tion of s in the same environment by 

The symbol % then stands for a special null segment. 

The conventions and definitions in the previous section 

could be adjusted to take account of the null segment. 

However, the use of % can be combined with the use of 

Greek letters--in, for example, the rule 

+obst 
-cont 

%~ otcomp / 
l'grv 
r r1 

+cons 
+nas 

oc:comp 
~grv 
(fl 

( +obst1 
_ +cont , 

which inserts, between a nasal consonant and a follow

ing spirant, a stop homorganic with the nasal--in such 

a way that tlte re!lll.teAMf tJf 1t rvle.. ~Ptll. .weeK /elle.rs /Jy 
a se.f af rule..., flltM~11t ~e.«. t!tvt /J~ ~eJ'eL OHr a:!- ,I~ c.tst: 

,f :Jrea,l t!l»>fi4Aif/· 
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Combination and rearrangement are two 

processes that cannot, in general, be described by 

rules or the ordinary sort. Simple rearrangement (meta

thesis) is described by rules like 

which specifies the metathesis of a V.o~l and a glide 

before a nasal consonant. This technique or number-

ing segments can be carried over to the description 

of combinatory processes, in which several S~6ffients 

each contribute markings to the resultant segment; 

ror example, 

( +voc l r +cons] ( 1 l 
-cons!L+nas ~ +nasj 

1 2 

specifies the combination of a vowel and following 

nasal consonant into the nasalized vowel correspond-

ing to the original vowel, and 

+voc 
-cons 

o(grv 
P._ comp 
(fl 

1 

1 (1) ~ 

specifies the coalescence of two or three vowels with 

the same gravity, compactness, and flatness into a 

single tense vowel. 
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1.3.4.2. The Order.1;ng of the Rules 

Let us ass~lme as a first approximaUon that the 

set of rules is linaarly ordered--in other words, that 

consecutive positive integers are assigned to the rules 

and that the operation of the phonological component 

proceeds as follows: 

1. Begin with an input string as the 

current string and with Rule 1 as 

the current rule. 

2. Test the current string S for the 

applicability or the current ~~le, 

Rule n; 

a. If the rule is not applicable, 

Rule n+l (if there is one) the 

current rule. 

b. If the rule is applicable, and 

if 

s~s·, 
n 

then make s• the current string 

and Rule n+l (if there is one) 

the current rule. Note that 

Rule n may have applied vacu

ously, i.e., that S and s• may 

he identical. 
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3. If there is no Rule n+l, the current 

string is an output string; other-

wise, go back to step 2. 

We shall argue in later sections for a somewhat 

more complicated ordering, in which a subset or the full 

set of rules is distinguished as a cycle. Suppose that 

Rule i is the first rule or the cycle, that Rule j is 

the last rule, and that S is a string to which Rule i 

is to apply. Then the operation of the cyclical rules 

proceeds as follows: 

1. S is the current string. 

2. Underline the largest subparts of the 

current string which contain no labeled 

brackets. Rule i is the current rule. 

3. Apply the rules in the cycle, as above, 

but only to the underlined portions 

or the current string. Tho resultant 

of an underlined portion is also under-

lined. 

4. If the current rule is j+l, then 

a. If the current string contains 

no labeled brackets, the opera

tion of the cycle is completed. 

b. Otherwise, erase each pair of 

brackets surrounding an under-
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lined portion of the current 

string, and go back to Step 2. 

In the operation of the cycle, then, the same set of 

rules is applied again and again to larger and larger 

constituents. 

It is possible to make rules applicable only 

during certain passes through the cycle. A cyclical 

rule can be restricted to application to words by the 

addition of the environment 

to the rule, or to application on the last pass through 

the cycle by the addition of the environment 

/ _ ( ) 0 $ ' 

where $ is a sentence boundary. 

In addition to the cycle, there is a set of 

pre-cyclic rules and (possibly} a set of post-cyclic 

rules. However, a presumably post-cyclic rule can be 

included within the cycle by adding to it the "last 

pass" environment above. Or, better, the entire set 

of post-cyclic rules can be included within the cycle 

by surrounding the set by curly brackets and adding the 

"last pass" environment only once for the entire set. 

There seems to be no substantive issue involved in the 
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choice between post-cyclic rules and added environments. 

we have chosen the first of the alternatives. 

More general questions about the nature of the 

ordering or rules and about the justification or par

ticular orderings will be discussed in later sections. 

1. 4. Organizati-on 

In Section 1.3. we presented formal characteri

zations or some important phonological concepts and 

discussed, in less detail, the notations we will use in 

later sections. It is not our purpose to justify the 

linguistic theory underlying this work, or even to justify 

our particular version or that theory. Rather we are 

concerned with the application of the theory to a set of 

problems. 

Our procedure will be to discuss one problem, 

provide a tentative solution to that problem, adduce 

~vidence (or counter-evidence) for the solution, and 

consider related problems. In the course of this pro

cedure any rule previously set up is liable to be 

changed, as are the set or Sanskrit phonemes (in the 

sense of Section 1.3.3.) and the content or lexical 

entries. 

Five problem areas will be discussed--vowel 

sandhi (Chapter 2), retroflexion (Chapter 3), roots in 

and ks (Chapter 4), aspiration and voicing (Chap-
• -
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ter 5), and the sandhi of ~and ~ (Chapter 6). The 

rules are grouped into six sets, each set having a 

mnemonic tag: 
VIS: visa-rga 

VOW: vowels 

HET: retroflexion 

PAL: palatals 

SP: spirants 

AV: aspiration and voicing 

RS: r and s· 

Within a set the rules are numbered in the order of 

their presentation. The order in which rules are to 

be applied is indicated in the text. A statement of 

the ordering relations of the final set of rules is 

given in an appendix. 

1. 5. Tran·scription 

The segments to which we shall have reference 

are listed below with their markings • 



+cons 
-voc 

~ ~ 

+comp 
-diff 

,- A.... 

' +grv -grv -grv 
-fl -fl +fl 

k c· t 
.!.. 

0 eh h t·. 
• -

L .J. d 
..!. 

h 1:. t L 

n ' n n - - ..!. 
I 

X s s 
• 

~r~~.+-;:~~rrR>iJ~~':~·;y+f?>"".~ :f) _ , .. _:~,-'+:~ ~~- .~ .-. ~ .. -.;~~~;f_T'f:~i~~J:::t·~~~~·;--,.' --~~_:.; 

--..... 
-comp 
+diff 

r " • •grv +grv 
-fl -fl 

t ~ -
th ~ -
a b• -
dh bh - -
n· m - -
s r -

-tns ~ -vcd 
+tns 

r -tns} +vcd 
+tns 

-tns +vcd 

+tns -vcd 

-nas +obst 

+nas -obst 

-nas +obst 

( -cont 

+cont 

1'\) 
~ 
• 



--+vcd 

h 

+cons 
+voc 
-obst 
-naa 
+vcd 
-tns 

,_-------~----------~· +comp 
-diff 
-grv 
+f'l 
+cont 

r 

,. 
+tns 
+comp 
-d1f'f 
+grv 
-r1 ,.__ 

-cons 
-voc 
-obst 
-nas 
+cont .,...__ 

~ 

-vcd 

h • 

-cons 
+voc 
-obst 
+cont 
+vcd 

....-
-grv 
-fl 
+vcd 

y 

-comp 
+d1f'f 
+grv 
-f'l 
-cont 

1 

" -tns 
-comp 
+d1ff _..,.,__ 

----------~-------------~ r- -n----~~--~~~ -grv ~rl 
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• 
+grv 
+fl 
+vcd 

w 

-fl +comp -comp 
-comp r- ,.__ ___ __,. 

+d1ff 
r 
-tns 

1 

_ ..... 

"' +tns 

-1 

-diff 

+tns 

e 

-diff _____ ___..,...__ .. 
-tns +tns 

a 

,----..-J-------=·_,_, 

+d1ff 
,..~ 

-tns +tns 

u 

-d1ff 

+tns 

o· 
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1. Nasalized (+nas) fonns of all vowels;,e.,.,~ 

2. Diphthongs aw· and §y. 

3. The boundary #, having at least the segmental 

markings +obst and -cent, and distinguished 

from all other segments by having the unit 

marking +BND where other segments have -BND. 

The boundary + has no markings. The boundary 

$ may be considered to have segmental mark

ings, although such markings would play no 

part in our rules. 

4. A distinction between segments occurring in 

a verbal root, indicated by the unit mark

ing +ROOT, and other segments. Our use of 

ROOT in rules could be replaced by reference 

to additional segments and brackets or 

boundaries. 

The ma~kings in the charts above are the mark

ings in segments when the first morphophonemic rule 

applies. However, not all the segments in the charts 

above will actually occur at this point in the opera

tion or the phonological CDmfOlltl.ft. It is well known that 

all occurrences of x, r, h, and the nasalized vowels 
- --- .!.. 

are predictable. In later chapters we shall argue that 

most occurrences or retroflex consonants and all occur-
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rences of !_, ~, and the tense vowels are also predict

able, and that the voiceless aspirated stops should be 

considered as being derived from clusters. Finally, n

and the palatal stops are undoubtedly predictable, 

although we shall not treat these problems. 

A number of the markings in the charts merit 

some discussion. The following sections treat these 

markings individually. 

1.5.1. 

The retroflex consonants and r are flat palatals, 

not flat dentals (or alveolars). With respect to the 

retroflex consonants, it is difficult to determine from 

the statements of the Indian phoneticians and grammarians 

exactly where the closure-point was located. The usual 

term for the retroflex consonants is nrtlrdrranya5 1 on or 

in the head, highest'; although the turning back of 

the tip of the tongue is often remarked upon, the point 

at which the tongue makes contact with the roof or the 

mouth is not specified. 

The traditional use or mUrdrrany~ suggests that 

the closure point may have been the highest ~tc or the 

palate. Allen, commenting upon this interpretation as 

5 Native grammatical te~inology and the names or gram
marians and grammatical treatises are cited in 
a traditional system of transcription that differs 
to some extent from the transcription we use in 
citing fonns. 
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round in the Tribhioyaratna, declares that "there is no 

evidence that the word was ever used in this special 

sense."6 On the other hand, neither is there any evi

dence that the word was not used in this special sense, - __, 
which is the interpretation placed upon mUrdhanya by 

most Western commentators: Thus Whitney, in describ

ing the Sanskrit palatals, says that "they [the pal

atals] seem to have been ••• bro~ght forward in the mouth 

from the guttKral point, and made against the hard pal-

ate at a point not far from the lingual (retroflex) one ••• , 

but with the upper flat surface of the tongue instead 

of its point."7 

On general phonetic grounds it is to be expected 

that the closure-point would be closer to the top of 

the hard palate than to the teeth, for as the closure

point is moved back from the teeth to the top of the 

hard palate, the distinctive quality or retroflexion 

becomes increasingly apparent (as a result or an increase 

in the degree or the pharyngeal constriction that accom

panies retroflexion). A retroflex stop made with closure 
~~.-.~ .. .,, ..,..,,,,,.,,~_, .. ,~...,,,,.~,., ,.,,.,,..,,,,,.,,.,.,J.,~J!.,;.,, . .,,, . ., 

6 Allen 1961, p. 53. 

7 Whitney 1960, p. 16. 

---
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at the top of the hard palate is, in a sense, maximally 

retroflected, whereas the acoustic difference between 

a retroflex alveolar stop and an ordinary alveolar stop 

is not very great. In fact, a palatal closure-point for 

retroflex stops seems to be universal.B We shall there-

fore consider the Sanskrit retroflex stops to be phonetic-

ally palatal. 

Determining the phonetic nature of r is a more 

difficult problem, for the texts prescribe a wide variety 

of articulations for r. According to Varma, the 

Prati~!khyas agree in prescribing a dental, gingival, 

or alveolar articulation, while some of the Sik~as (in 

particular, the Pa~in!ya Sik~a) describe ~as m6rdhanya.9 

Undoubtedly, each type of articulation was represented 

in some dialect at some time. 

When we consider the status of the retroflex con-

sonants and r with respect to morphophonemic alterna-

tions in Sanskrit, we find good evidence for viewing 

these segments as retroflected palatals. In Chapter 3 we 

show that both the retroflex consonants and the (ordinary) 

palatals should be marked +comp, -grv. Then the inter

changes of r and ~ described in Chapter 6 indicate that - -
r should also have these markings; for some dialects a 

8 

9 
Heffner 1964, p. 128. 

Varma 1929, pp. 6-9. 
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late phonetic rule must be added to change the position 

markings. 

We should add that since the closure-point 

for the retroflex consonants probably was s:>mewhat to 
! 

the front or the closure-point for the (ordinary) pal

atals, the two sets of segments could be distinguished 

by their markings for an additional feature of position, 

rather than by their markings for flatness, a feature 

of secondary articulation. Such an approach would entail 

only minor changes in our rules. 

1. 5. 2. Stridency 

The only segments for which a stridency marking 

might be relevant are the spirants and the palatal stops. 

The nongrave spirants are undoubtedly strident. 

About the grave spirants, however, there is some ques-

tion. Since they are sand~i-variants of ~~ they will 

be marked as strident unless their stridency marking is 

specifically adjusted. Allen suggests that at least 

the labial spirant is nonstrident, because the native 

term for this segment is upatthminiya·, "literally 'blow

ing upon 1 --the consecrated description of the voice

less bilabial fricative,nlO nonstrident cf as opposed -
10 Allen 1961, p. 50. 
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to strident £; the native te~ for the velar spirant-

Jihvimul!ya, 'formed at the root or the tongue• (i.e., 

velar)--is less infonnative. At any rate, the question 

is not or great moment, since a decision one way or 

the other involves only a very rnlnor change in our 

rules. 

The palatal stops, altho~lgh pronounced as affri

cates by most Western students or Sanskrit, seem to 

have been nonstrident. 11 Whitney concurs in this view, 

although he adds that 

Such sounda, in all languages{ 
pass easily into the (English} 
eh- and j-sounds. The value 
or eh asmaking the preceding 
vower "long by position" ••• 
and its frequent origination 
from t· + 9 ••• lead to the 
suspicion-that it, at le~st, 
may have had this character 12 from the beginning. 

If any one or these segments is phonetically strident 

it acquires this marking at a rather late stage in the 

gra~ar. For morphophonemic purposes, we consider 

the palatal stops to be nonstrident. 

1. 5. 3. Ten·seness 

Four sets or segments are marked as tense: 

11 

12 
Ibid., P~ 52 •. 

wh1tney t9601 p. 16. 
our .!• 

Whitney's 9 is the same as 
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(a) the aspirated stops, (b) the spirants, (c) the 

glides h and h, and (d) the "long ~owels~ and the - . 
h -

"dipht-ongs" e and £• 

Tenseness is the natural feature fol' distinguish

ing aspirate stops from nonaspirate stops, 13 end this 

use of the feature requires no special conwent. 

Ceteris· paribu·s·, strident segments are tenser 

than nonstrident segments, and voiceless strident seg

ments tenser than voiced strident segments. On this 

basis we have chosen to mark the (volceless strident) 

spirants of Sanskrit as tense. It then follows that 

the spirants and the aspirate stops form a "natural 
( +obst] 

alas~" specifiable as +tns ; in Chapter 5 we shall 

have occasion to refer to this class. 

In the Jakobsonian theory of distinctive rea-

tures, tense h is opposed to the even onset or decay 
.!.. 

of a vowel (our boundary#) or to the glottal catch. 14 

Following this general principle, and noting that h 
.!.. 

occurs as a predictable sandhi-variant of (tense) s 

{Chapter 6), we mark h as tense. In Chapter 5 we shall 
.!.. 

identify the aspiration or voiceless aspirated stops 

with this h. 
--~<~ 

As for (voiced) ~~ it may or may not 

13 

14 
Jakobson, Fant, and Halle 1961, pp. 38-9. 

Ibid., p. 39. 
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have been phonetically tense. However, its role in mor

phophonemic processes (see the next section) indicates 

that throughout the part of the grammar with which we 

are concerned it should be marked as tense. 

In the case of the "long" vowels a, .!,, !!, as 

opposed to a, i, ~, we could choa. e~her tenseness or 

length as the distinguishing feature. The decision is 

of no g1~at importance for our purposes, because we 

shall derive a, I, ii from s~quences of "short" vowels 

at a fairly late stage in the grammar (Chapter 2). 

Evidence that the "long" vowels differed in quality 

from the cor-:oeeponding "short" vowels could be con-

strued as evidence that tenseness rather than length 

is the relevant distinguishing feature, although 

there is no a priori reason why secondary differences 

in quality should not result from primary differ

ences in quantity. Sanskrit a and a, at least, exhib

ited a quality difference.l5 

We shall derive the "diphthongs" e and o from 

the clusters a1 and ~, so that the remarks in the 

previous paragraph apply to these segments as well as 

to the "long" vowels. We need only add that "from 

15 Allen 1961, pp. 57-8; Whitney 1960, p. 10. Allen 
firJds no evidence for a quality difference in 
the case of the diffuse vowels. 
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the phonetic standpoint !!'~ are represented at a still 

comparatively early period by simple long vowels inter

mediate in qual! ty between aa and W,uu·. •• l6 

1 • 5. 4. The· G·lide·s 

The glides ~~ z, and ~have the gravity, flat

ness, compactness, and diffuseness markings or ~· !, and 

~ respectively. 

It seems clear that z was a phonetic glide. 

The nature or .!! {usual transcription: y) is less clear: 

"whilst its earlier pronunciation was doubtless as a 

bilabial (.!!], it had by the time or our treatises 

acquired, at least in some dialects, the labio-dental 

articulation ( !.) which is typical of many modern 

Indo-Aryan languages." 17 However, the parallel between 

the alternations !(z and ~.!! (Chapter 2) indicates that 

until a very late stage in the grammar ~ is a glide. 

That h was voiceless (IPA h) and h voiced 
• 

(IPA ~ ) is well established by the remarks or the -
Indian phoneticians18--in particular by their identi-

fication or h with the aspiration or voiceless aspirates 

16 

17 

18 

• ,,,, • ., •• ~.,,~,.,."•'' ,,,, .. , .·~#- ,.,.,,.,,,,.,.,.~, 

Allen 1961, p. 63. 

Ibid., p. 57. 

Ibid·. , pp. 33-9. 

Allen cites some evidence on p. 64. 
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and of h with the aspiration of voiced aspirates. The 

h, in a grammar of Sanskrit more complete than the set 

of rules offered in this work, would in fact be derived 

from ~~ with which it alternates. Although h is marked 

as a sonorant in our charts, this marking is purely 

phonetic; from a morphophonemic point of view, h is 

an obstruent. 

1.5.5. The Syllabi·c· Liquids· 

Our charts do not inc 1ude markings for r, r., and 
.!... .!.. 

1--the traditional "syllabic liquids." We treat these 
.!.. 

segments as occurrences or ~~ ~, and !' respectively, 

which are syllabic by position ( that is, by virtue of 

their occurrence· in contexts in which they are more 

sonorous than the adjacent segments). 
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2 .1. Intertnrl: arrd- Exte'l'na1. Sandhi 

It is customary in Sanskrit grammar to make 

a distinction between extern~l: sandhi--processes operat-

ing between successive words in a sentence and between 

successive elements or a compound word--and intennrl 

sandhi--processes operating between parts or an (uncom

pounded) word and possibly also1 within a.morpheme. We 

carry over this terminology, with the following formal 

correlates or the internal/external distinction: (a) 

morphemes within an(unoompounded) word are separated 

by+; {b) suc~essive elements of a compound are 

separated by+#+; (c) successive words are sepa

rated by+#+#+ (one #contributed by P.ach word). 

We shall ignore instances of + flanking a #. Then an 

internal sandhi rule applies across +, if it is spe

cifically inte~orphemic (see footnote 1 below), or 

across null, if it is both intermorphemic and intra-

1 See our definition of' sutrsunted' urrder in Section 
1.3.4.1.1., which includes a general conven
tion that a rule that applies within a morpheme 
also applies across morpheme boundaries. The 
converse of this convention does not generally 
obtain. However, many or our rules will be 
stated as intramorphemic rules, which are then 
by extension also inter.morphemic rules; this 
approach contrasts with that or the Indian 
grammarians, who were primarily concerned with 
junctural phenomena and did not normally pro
vide for the application or rules within 
morphemes. 
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morphemic, while an external sandhi rule applies across #, 

if it applies only in compound words, or across #{#) if it 

is general. 

2.2. Internal Vowel S~ndhi 

We begin by discussing the rules of intei·nal vowel 

sandhi. These rules are somewhat simpler than those for 

external vowel sandhi •. Moreover, the principal rules are 

the same in both situations. Emeneau•s formulation of 
I') 

the rules'-: 

E35 "Like s:lmple vowels coalesce to the corre-
=El. 

spending long vowel." 

E36 "a or a plus an unlike simple vowel, yields 
=E2. 

gul}a or the second vowel." 

E37 "a or a plus ,; diphthong, yields the cor-
=E3. 

responding long diphthong." 

E40. 11 ••• short or long 1 and !!••• before a vowel 

are replaced by the corresponding semivowels." 

E41. "A diphthong before a vowel is replaced by 

short or long a (depending on whether it is a 

short or long diphthong) plus the correspond

! ng semi vowe 1. " 

(E38 deals with a set of exceptions to E40. E39 deals with 

the so-called ¥roots in r! We will not discuss either of 

these cases.) 

2 E35 refers to Rule 35 in Emeneau 1958. Similarly W492b 
refers to Section 492b in Whitney 1960. 
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First we note that it is not necessary to make 

any special provision for E37/E3 if all diphthongs are 

represented as vowel sequences; the application of 

E35/El automatically yields a followed by a noncompact 

vowel. 

The remaining processes are then, in essence, 

three: coalescence of like vowels, glide formation, 

and mid vowel formation. Moreover, glide formation 

takes place in two different environments: prevo-

calically (E40 and E41), and postvocalically (the forma

tion of the lo~g diphthongs Sl and~ from !!aA~ au). 

A semi-formal statement of the rules, using V as a 

general cover symbol for vowels, would then be: 

1. [~J: __.,. [ +t~s 1 
2. [ -!omp]-7 (-voq)/l!! _:j 
3. ";- [-:omp].- [ -dirr] 

+tns 
1 2 

There are several possible variants of this 

set of rul~s. Rule 2 could be split into two rules, 

2a (the prevocalic case) applying before Rule 3~ 2b 
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(the postvocalic case) applying after Rule 3; then 

the environment f'or 2b would be simply "after a vowel" 

and not "after!_-." Or, the second environment in Rule 

2 could be changed to "after a vowel," and Rule 3 could 

create ~ and ~ from !Z and !! before a consonant. Some

what arbitrarily (but see the following sections) we 

choose to split Rule 2 into two cases. 

Before completely formalizing the rules, however, 

we must consider the form dewiw• two gods', derived f·rom 

daiu + ~ + ~: root da~u 'god' (itself from diu •heaven', 

which appears in for.ms as both diw- and ~), stem-vowel 

a·, and nD•. ill.. ending aau. Rule 2a does not specify - -
whether, in the cluster ~ .. it is the 1· or the u that 

is to become a glide. In such cases it is always the 

S'e~mnd vowel that becomes a glide. To achieve this 

result, we make the environment of 2a 

Then by a general convention on application of rules 

(Section 1.3.4.1.2.), 2a will apply first to the~ in 

the cluster iu, and, as a result, will not apply at 

all to the 1 (because it is no longer followed by a 

vowel). 
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Rules 1-3 apply in external, as well as inter

nal, sandhi. We take this fact into account by insert

ing (#(#)) into the rules in the appropriate places. 

The fonnalized versions of these rules are: 

VOWl. 

VOW2. 

VOW3. 

+voc 1 -cons 
o< grv (1) (#(#)) 1 
!comp 
(fl 

1 

[-cons]~ c-voc] 
-comp ~ -tns I 

[
+voc] -cons 
+comp 
-tns 

1 

([~~E;1) ~ (#(#)) r:;~~J 

[ +voc ~ (#(#)) -cons ~ 
-comp 

2 

[-d~rr] 
+tns 

[ -cons] ~ r-voc] 
VOW4. -comp -tns / 

[ +voc 1 
-consj (#(#)) _._, ._, _· _-. 
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Examples: 

3 

isit, 3 sg. act. impf. of .!:! 'be' (augment !!, 

root·!!, union I·, ending t): 

~ + ·tts + i1: + t ~ as + I· + t· 
V OWl 

bll.awet, 3 sg. act. opt. or bllU· 'be' (gul}a3 or 

root bhu· . theme ~~ mode-sign r·, ending 

t'): 

deriw: 

bhauu + a + ii + t -~ bhau + a·+ t· + t 
VOWl 

--~..,. bhaw + a· + 1- + t· > 
VOW2 VOW3 

da:tu + a- + aau --+ 
VOWl 

daiw + !u ____,. 
VOW3 

dew+ aw· -

da:lu + iu ~ 
--- VOW2 

dew+ au --.> 
VOW4 

., . .,~ .. ., .. ..,. ~ ._, ., .. ..,.~, .. ;··;,..,_.,1,, .. ,,~ .,..,..,.,,,~,,., •. ,.,._;. 

In the traditional grammars, certain vowel alternations 
(the source of which will not be discussed here) 
are described by the terms gut}a· and v-rddhi·. The 
basic vowels are a·, .!f!·, an~ g(.tt; • the 
gUQ& vowels are a·, ~~ o·, respectively; the ~r~dhi 
VoWels are a·, !y, aw, respectively. ---
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VOWl-l~ appear to account for all the facts 

described in Emeneau•s rules above, with one excep

tion. E36/E2 prescribes a gu9a vowel as the result or 

~ or !! before ! 1 ~~ or ~· Our rules predict a gUQ& 

vowel from a and a vr.<Jdhi- vowel from aa· in this context • • 

To account for the falling together or the two cases 

\'le add a laxing rule (applying only before junctures), 

ordered after ~JWl: 

[
. +voc 1 

VOW5. -cons --7 [-tr.s] 
+comp 

I 
• 

It is not neces~1ary to specify 1', !!1 and r as a class 

in any direct way, because a following ~would have 

coalesced (by VOWl) with the a in question. 

Examples of external corrbination with tathi· 'thus r : 

tathaa #11 i'ach.a.ti -~ 
VGWl 

tathi: IF# i·c·chati- · ~ 
VOW5 

tatha ## icchatt ~ t-athe-c-chati 'thus 
VOW3. 

he desires' 
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ta thaa ## ukta ---7 
V OWl 

ta t·ha ## ukt-a- --;) 
VOW5 --

tatha ~~ ukta· ~ tathokta 1 thus spoken • 
VOW3 

VOW5 does not apply to the final cluster in 

daiu + au (see the ~xample above), because there is 

no boundary between the I and tr.1 u. 

The system of vowel rules that we have set up 

thus far is the fol1ow1ng: 

VOWl. Coalescence of Liko Vowels. 

vows. Laxing of §·. 

vow~. Prevocalic Glides. 

VOW3. iwfid Vowels. 

VOW4. rostvocali(' Glides. 

2. 3. .9lc lical: Ru'1:es· 

r~t us examine VOWl and VOW2 a bit more closely. 

First we consider the example 1 ti· ## i + anti { i t1: - - -
1 thus' i yanti·, 3 pl. act. pres. of ! 'go' ) • Because 

we have orJered VOWl before VOW2, w~ would expect the 

derivation 

itt ##.!. + anti ~ 
VOWl 

1 t! + anti· ~ 1 tyarti· 
VOW2 



But, as a matter or fact, the correct output is 

itlyanti. 
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Even if VOWl were ordered after VOW2, there are 

difficulties. VOW2 is applicable to this example in 

two place~--to the final i in iti (external sandhi) and 

to the initial i· in .! + anti (internal sandhi). The 

rule applies first to the external sandhi .case, because 

that case satisfies the larger environment of the rules 

(Section 1.3.4.1.2.). We then obtain the incorrect out

put ityyanti. 

It appears that the example provides evidence 

(a) for the separation or VOW2 :J.nto twc rules, one 

applying internally and the other externally, and (b) 

ror the ordering or VOWl after VOW2. But if we must 

split VOW2 into two rules, then we cannot capitalize 

(by saving symbols) on the similarity of the two pro

cesses. Moreove~, serious difficulties arise if VOWl 

is ordered after VOW2; from it~ ##r~~as· we obtain 

ityit-as instead of the correct output lt!ts:s· 1 thus they 

two go' • From the tcnns 1 tiyent1 and i t!ta·s· we cone lude 

that the required ordering is 



VOW2I (Internal) 

VOWl 

VOW2E (External) 

Yet even this ordering is not satisfactory. 

Consider the examples ~ii ## iti and st1~i## ati 

(stri 'woman', ati 1over•).4 We would expect the 

derivations 

strii· 1#1 iti 

stry!ti· 

strti ## ati 

VOW2I 

_.;.. 

VOW2I 

stryy #=# ati 

stTyi: 1#1 i ti -~ 
VOWl 

stryi ## ati ~ 
VOW2E 

But, ir. fact, the correct outputs are strit~ and stryati. 

We are thus forced either to c0nstrain VOW2I to applica

tion before unlike vowels only, or to split VOWl into 

two rules, one internal (ordered before VOW2I) and the 

other external {ordered between VOW2I and VOW2E). The 

second of these alternatives is particularly .: Jterest-

In our examples of external sandhi we try to use 
short words, so that the operation of the rules 
u~der discussion is not obscured by other de
tails. As a result the examples do not always 
appear to make sense, although the cited col
locations of words could occur within sentences. 



ing, tor the a7atem ot rules would be 

VOWli. 

VOW2I. 

VOWlE. 

VOW2E. 
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That is, VOWl and VOW2 would apply, in that order, 

first in cases or internal sandhi and then again in 

cases or external sandhi. ~1t we already have at our 

disposal a device--the cyclical application or rules-

that achieves this effect and that does not require 

us to state what is essentially the same rule in two 

different places. 

If we assume that VOWl and VOW2 apply in a 

cycle, then we need not make any changes at all in the 

system of rules set up in the previous section. 

Sample derivations:5 

itl 1#1 i + anti - - ati· ## iti· --
FIRST PASS 

VOWl * * 
vows * * 
VOW2 it1: 1#1 y + anti - - * 

5 In sample derivations the asterisk * indicates that 
the rule in question does not apply, •vac' that 
the application is vacuous. 

·. 
~ 

~ 



SECOND PASS 

VOW! 

vows 
VOW2 

FIRST PASS 

VOWl 

vows 
VOW2 

SECOND PASS 

V OWl 

vows 
VOW2 

* 

* 
vac 

stri·i· ## it1 -
s t r:I 1/=11 _!!!. 

* 

* 

str:Iti· 

* 
* 

2 .f. Extern·a1· 'Vowe 1 Sandh:t 

at:I-ti· 

* 
* 

dtrii 1/=11 ati -

strl· ## ati· 

* 
* 

* 
* 

stry ## ~ 

In this section we seek to account for the 
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facts or external vowel sandhi by a~ding to or amend

ing the rules we have already set up. Emeneau's rules 

are as follows: 

El = E35. 

E2 = E36. 
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E3 = E37. 

E4. "Other simple vowels before unlike 

vowels are replaced by the corre

sponding semivowels." (Same as E4o.) 

E5. "After a short diphthong initial a 

is elided." 

E6. "e before any ether vowe"' than a is 

replaced by a and hiatus remains." 

E7. "ai before a vowel is replaced by a 
and hiatus remains." 

EB. "o before any other vowel than a and 

a and au before all vowels, are 

replaced by av and av respectively." 

(E9 deals with the special treatment of eh 

in combination with certain vowels. ElO 

lists fo~s in which there is no sandhi at 

all.) 

We have already discussed El-E5. 

E6-E8 are concerned with the final clusters 

a(a)i· and a·(crhl. The rules we have already would pre

dict glide formation in most cases. Thus, in the exter

nal sandhi of t'aw· 'the two of them • and ~ 'indeed 1 , 

the derivation proceeds as follows: 



ta + !!!!. ## a1.ua- ,.. ~'l.u ## aiua _,. 
VOWl VOW2 

t-au ## ~iwa (end o:f' first pas&) 

~ taw #=11 a1.wa· -~ tawewa· 
VOW2 VOW3 

Glide formation occurs regularly in the case of 

aau and frequently in the case or ~ (EB). Au is, how

ever, an infrequent final--except as the result of auz 

(see Chapter 6)--and is variously treated in the texts 

(Wl34a). We will assume w:tth Emeneau that a glide is 

the normal output in all cases except au(z} 11#-:r, where 

the result is o. 

This glide formation should occur even ~hen the 

following vowel is ~--thus tiwupa from ta· + aau· ## ~ 

(upa 'tcwards 1 ). As our rules now stand, we would 

expect the derivation 

taau ## upa· --- )t tau ## upa· (end of 
VOWl 

first pass) --:;.. 
VOWl 

tiwpa 

taiipa • VOW4 

Hence, VOWl must be bloc. ked from applying dur:lng the 
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second pass when the sequence of like vowels is pre

ceded by a vowel. This can be accomplished by adding 

to the environment or VOWl: 

VOW1 1 • 

+voc 
-cons 

ocgrv 
,c!! cornp 
rfl 

1 

6 

..... 
The oases or ~ and ai before a are special; 

instead of glide formation (in the case of ~) or hiatus 

(in the case of~~), the result is a mid vowel with 
.., 

loss of the following ~· Now the rules that we have 

already set up would predict a mid vowel as the resul-
..., 

tant of ~ or a1- if the !: wer~ dropped before the forma-

tion of prevocalic glides (VOW2), and hence before the 

rormation of the mid vowels (VOW3). That is to say, 

the appearance of e or £ is not exceptional if there -1s an early rule prescribing the deletion of initial a 

after final ~ or ai (instead of a late rule prescrib-
., 

ing the deletion of ~ after ~ or ~· as it is usually 

concP-ived--cf. W135)~ 

6 That is, a sequence of like vowels coalesces in any 
position in internal sandhi 1 and when preceded by a 
non-vowel in external sandhi. The conventions con
cerning numbered parentheses (Section 1.3.4.1.2.) 
insure that on the second pass the sequence or like 
vcwels must be preceded by a non-vowel. 



vow6. l+voc ~ -cons - ~ fA/ 
+comp 
-tns 

[:~~~~ [:~~~J #(#) 
+comp -com~J 
-tns 
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Thus, from ~ ## ~ ( te· 'they• masc. ) , we obtain by 

VOW6 (on the second pass) tai· ## ~~; VOW2 is then 

inapplicable, and VOW3 applies to yield the correct out

put teti·. 

The remaining cases of vowel-vowel sandhi are 

the hiatus cases--aa~ before any vowel, and ai before 

any vowel except a {E6 and E7). The rule creating 

vowels in hiatus (VOW7) must follow both VOW3 and VOW4, 

for (a) If VOW7 preceded VOW3, the resultant of tai· ## ~ 

would be teti instead of the correct form taiti, and 

(b) If VOW7 preceded VOW4, the resultant of ta·smaai ## !ti 

(tasmay •to him') would be taamazt+ instead of the 

correct fonn ta-smliti·. Hence, VOW7 is a z-deletion rule: 

VOW7. -cons ---Y fA / [
-voc] 
-comp 
-grv 

+voc +voc 
-consl -~ #(#) [-cons 
+com~J [ 'J 
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It is not necessary to specify "bef'ore any vowel except 

~1' in the case of final ai, because this situation will 

already have been handled by an earlier application of 

VOW6. 

In the case of the example tai· ## it1- we have 

order·ed VOW3 and VOW7 so as to avoid the derivation 

However, if VOW3 is permitted to apply on the first 

pass·' we will have the derivation 

with no application of VOW7 at all. Similar problems 

arise in the case or vow~. The solution to this dif

ficulty is to make VOW3 and VOW4 applicable only dur

ing the second pass; VOW7, referring as it doP.s to 

word boundaries, is already applicable only during this 

pass. The revised forms of VOW3 and VOW4 are: 

[
+voc 1 -cons 

VOW3 1 • +comp 
-tns 

1 

[+voc~ [ 
2 j (#(#)) -cons ~ -diff / 

-comp +tns 
2 
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[-cons)~ r-voc) 
VOW4' • -comp L-tns / 

[+voc 1 
-consJ (#{#)) 

The resultant system of vowel sandhi rules is 

then 

VOW1 1 • Coalescence of Like Vowels. 

vow6. oJ 

a·-Deletion. 

VOW5. Laxing or a. 
VOW2. Prevocalic Glides. 

VOW3 1 • Mid Vowels. 

VOW4 1 • Postvocalic Glides. 

VOW7. z-Deletion. 

or these rules, only VOWl', VOW5, and VOW2 will be 

applicable during the first pa~s. All seven rules are 

applicable during the second pass. 

Sample derivations {involving sa· 'she'; the voc. sg. 

indT~ '0 Indra•; ehi·, 2 sg. act. impv. or 

!! # 1 'go to, approach') 
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tasmaa'i · ## .!.!.!. 
FIRST PASS 

VOW1 1 tasmii ## ati· tiu· #11 ati - --
vows * * 
VOW2 * * 

SECOND PASS 

VOWl' * * 
VOW6 * * 
vows * * 
VOW2 t~## ati· taw ## at1. - --
VOW3' * * 

. .VOW4 1 * * 
VOW7 -#If ~tasma· · !.'!?! ¥ 

, , .., , • , ,.i •• 
~ . "' .• , . "" "' , ~ "' "" _, .., ·" "' , , ... ., "' . . .; "" 

, " , .I ,. """ 

~~ 11# iua !!.! ## cn:ua 
FIRST PASS 

VOW1 1 ,!! ## iua sa## aiua-

vows * * 
VOW2 s-8:· ~'# iwa sa· ## aiwa· - -
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SECOND PASS 

VOWl' * saiwa 

VOW6 * * 
VOW5 !!!:. ## iwa * 
VOW2 vac vac 

VOW3' sewa * 
vow4• * s·iywa 

vow~r * * 

• ' <' ' • • " ., • ' , , • , I , ,J • I o' • .I ,1 .. • t • ~ 

indra· ## !! # ihi 

FIRST PASS 

VOWl' indra ## a # ih~: --
VOW5 * 
VOW2 * 

SECOND PASS 

VOW1 1 ind~ #."'hi· 

VOW6 * 
VOW5 indra # ihi· 



VOW2 

VOW3' 

vow4• 
VOW7 

indrehi 
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* 

* 

* 

At this point we abandon the topic of vowel 

sandhi and turn to some aspects of consonant sandhi. 

In Chapter 6 we shall examine the vowel sandhi rules 

once again, this time in relation to several rules 

of consonant sandhi. In the following chapters we 

shall transcribe all tense vowels as clusters. 
:'.,1 

f,~. 

•j. 
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Chapter 3 

Retroflexion 

Let us consider the occurrence of retroflex con-

sonants within words. We shall see that retroflexion 

is predictable, with only a few exceptions. 

3.1. The Retroflex Spirant o 
It is well known that nearly all occurrences 

of s are predictable. This segment occurs neither in . 
word-final position nor (with only one important excep-

. 1/l lP e-rJ. • ~"' tia.l to~d)611. 
tion, the numeral ~a~ 'six'~A Nearly every occurrence 

of s immediately follows .!_, ~, .!:_, er k; and }! hardly . 
ever occurs in this environment. Thus, in combination 

with the loc. pl. ending su: 

With s: With s: 
• 

agni~u {agni 'Agni') jaasu (jaa 'progeny') 

~atrusu {satru •enemy') . 
waak~u (waac 'voice') 

swasr~u {swasr 'sister') 

kaamai~u (kaama 'love') 

marutsu (marut 'wind') 

apsu (ap •water') 

and in the citation-forms of verbal roots: 
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Wit.h B: Wtth s: 
• 

ksudh 'crush' tsar 'creep up on' • 

k~arn 'endure' Esaa 'devour' 

aks 'attain' • 
bharts •rev:tle' -

dw1~ •hate' was 'clothe,' 'dwell,' -
dhrs 

'shine' 
'dare' tras 'be terrified' 

• 
kus 'teal'' kas •open' • -
hrais •neigh' hras •shorten' • --
bhuus 

• 'adorn' bhaas 'shine' 

The clase of segments that cause the modifina

tion of s to i can be specified as ~~~~~] • This 

class includes all velar and palatal consonants, the 

vowels .!. and :!:!_, the glldes y and _!, and the liquid r. 

We can then write: 

This rule applies across # as well as +: that 

is, it applies after the verbal prefixes abhi •unto, 

against', ~rati 'back (to)', ni 'down, into 1 , wi 'apart, 

away',~ 'after, along•, and~ 1well, good' (e.g., 

anustup 'following in praise; a kind or meter•, from •• 
the verbal root stubh 'praise 1 } and in other compounds o(.S we// 

:·.i 
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(e.g., the proper name yudhi~~hira· 'firm in battle 1 , 

from yudhi 'battle' and sthira 'firm'). The conver

sion usually takes place with the verbal prefixes. In 

other compounds the best that can be said is that it 

often takes place (see Wl86); the factors that deter-

mine whether or not an s is converted 1.n compounding 

a~e not well understood. 

There is a regular class of exceptions in 

which the effect of RETl is canceled: whenever an r 

immediately follows the ~, and frequently whenever 

there is any later ~ within the same word, there is 

no retroflexion. We could account for this "protec

tive" influence of an r either by adding 

as a right-hand environment in RETl, or by adding the 

dei•etrc,flexion rule 

RET2. \;~~~~1---;)- ( -r1] / __ ( ] [!~~~s] 
l-comp 0 +fl 

,: . .., 
,;:-

,_ 
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Since RETl is a cyclical rule (see Chapter 4), we must 

use the deretroflexion rule instead of the added envi-

ronment 1 because the protecting environment may not 

appear until a pass after the one in which the affect

ing environment appears. 

RETl predicts most occurrences or s in Sanskrit • . 
Other occurrences result from s or ks before a dental 

-!. 

stop (see Chapter 4) or from an assimilation of retro

flexion (see Section 3.4. ). There remain only a few 

unpredictable occurrences, principally the numeral ~a~-

and four verbal roots. There is also a handful of 

forms--e.g., kusuma 'flower'--in which s occurs where 

~ is predicted by RETl. 

These facts suggest that there should be no 

~ distinct from ~ in lexical entries, and that excep

tional forms should be handled by special rules that 

list the forms (if they show an unpredictable ~) or by 

marking the forms as not being subject to certain rules 

(if the forms show an s where the rules predict an !). 
The four verbal roots that show an unpredictable ~ 

present more of' a problem, however 1 because to each 

one there corresponds a different root in s; we have: . -



ka~ 

bha~ 

bhaa~ 

la~ -

'scratch' 

'bark' 

'speak' 

'desire' 

kas 'open' 

bhas 'devour' 

bhaas •shine' 

las 'be lively' 
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The roots in the two columns can be distinguished by 

listing those i.n the first column with a special mark--
.... 

either a lexical mark or a phonological one. We shall 
p 

suggest a phonological mark in Section 3.3. 

3.2. The Ret·ro-flex Nasal- n • 

The predictability of most occurrences or t}·, 

like the p ... ~edictabili ty of most occu1 .. rences of ~, is 

well known. Whitney's very prolix statement of the 

rule (Wl89} is: 

The dental nasal ••. n, when 
immediately followed by a-vowel 
or by ••• nor ••• m or ••• y or ••. 
v, is turned into-the lingual .•• 
l} if preceded in the same wor·d 
l5Y the lingual sibilant or semi
vowel or vowels--that is to say, 
by ••• ~~··· r, or ••• r or ••• r--: - - -
and this, not only if the alter
ing letter stands immediately 
before the nasal, but at whatever 
distance from the letter it may 
be found: unless, indeed, there 
intervene· (a consonant moving 

.,. 
··,; 
'~-

..... 

. i 
··, ., 

··~· 
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the front of the tongue: namely) 
a palatal (except •.• y), a lingual, 
or a dental. -

The rule may be inferred from the following forms: 

Hoot 

nat 'dance' 
• 

'burn' 

'heat' 

'eat' 

sru 'flow' 

hrs • 'be excited' 

'gape' 

'burn' 

k~ap 1be absti-
nent• 

caist 'stir' • • 

muurch 'thicken, 
become 
violent' 

n·ard 'bellow' 

k~&il 'play' 

ras· 'roar' 

3 Sg·. Pre-s Derived 

Act'. :Imt. Noun/A'ctj·ective 

nat&ti· • 

jwa·lati 

ta.pati 

ghasati 

srawati 

h~y-ati 

Jl'tlfbhati 

plausat·i· . 

natana 
• 

jwalana· 

tapana 

ghasana 

srawal}-a 

ha:r~Qa 

jrmbhaoa 

plausa.n-a • • 

'dance' 

'fire' 

'heat' 

'devouring' 

'flow:tng; 
sweat; 
ul:'ine' 

'erection' 

'yawn• 

'burning' 

k~pa·tl k1iJ·ape.Qa 'abstinence' 

caiiS·'ti&ti· ca-11}''\iana 'motion, 
effort' 

muur-chati· muurchana 'violence, 
growth' 

nardati na:rdana· 1 roaring' 

~~wa-i-1-ati k~i-lana 1 play 1 

ra-sati· ras·ana 1 roaring, 
noise' 

·.r 



in the sg. pres.~ 

Active· M1:dd1e· 

1 ru~i rurrdhai 

2 . n.IQatS-1· runtsa:L· 

3 rur;t ad&l·i- rurradhai· 

That is, an ~ is retroflected 1f there is an r 

or ~-preceding it anywhere within a word, so long as no 

palatal or dental intervenes and so long as the £ is 

followed by a sonorant. In distinctive feature terms: 

RET3. 
r+nasl ~ [+comp1 
L-grvj +fl J / 

[-obstJ 

Like RETl, this rule applies generally to n· following 

prefixes (in this case, J?!l"!a· ' forth' , p1n"'i-" 1 around ' , 

E!! 'forward•, niS· •not, without•, antar •within', and 

dus 'bad•), and frequently in other compounds. A few 

roots--e.g., nabh 'burst' and n·arrct •rejoice'--invariably 

occur without retroflexion, however, and must be marked 

as [-RET3] in the lexicon. 

Again like RETl, RET3 may have its effect can

celed by a following retroflex sound. In this case an 

• 
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-~ inunediately following the !! always prevents retro·

.t'lexion, and any r or ! later in the same word usually 

prevents it. This protective effect could be accounted 

for by changing the right-hand environment of RET3 to 

but we choose, as before, to add a dissimilation ruJ.e: 

RET4. [ +nasi 
-grv -~ [-fl] I __ ( [ +cons] 1 +cont 

0 +fl 

The root nrt 'dance', for example, never occurs with retro

.rlexion. And the past part. and 3 sg. act. rut. or 

' pra # nas •reach, attain' are prana~t;a and pranank~yatl, 

respectively, and not pranasta and praoank~yati, respec-• .. 
tively. 

Most occurrences or n are predicted by RET3, or 
.!. 

by assimilation rules. However, there are a fair number 

or occurrences that cannot be predicted on those grounds--

e.g., the substantives guQa 'quality' and puQya 'prosper

ous, happy', and the following (complete) list of verbal 

roots, many or which are of rare occurrence: 
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j.han •sound' m&Qd 'deck' • 
pa.{l· 
-..!.. 

'bargain' hitl9- 1 be empty• 

phat}' 'go, move• ~ 'divide' 

bhan- 1 speak, call• atl~h/at;P· 'go, move' • 

man 
---!.. 

'sound' ku~ 1dull' 

kwan· • •sound' g\!Q'~· •cover up' 

Jwun. •shrink' 
• l.UQ-~):1/lu~l\ •rob' 

Unpredictable Q· also occurs rather often in proper 

names--e.g., P.aaQ-ini-, S&ayaoa, Faa04U-, and ch.a-a(laley'-a-. 

Since our analysis of these remaining cases or o· is 

closely connected to our analysis or the retroflex 

oral stops, we turn next to these segments. 

Although some occurrences or the retroflex oral 

stops can be explained as the result or assimilation 

rules {Section 3.4) or terminal sandhi rules for !' ~~ 
k~, J and h (Chapter 4), there remain many occurrences -- -
not accounted for by these rules. The retroflex oral 

stops occur in both verbal roots and substantives, and 

(liken) are rather common in proper names--e.g., 
.£. 

Wi·raa~, B~ay~i-. In the following discussion we will 

confine ourselves to verbal roots as representatives 
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or the entire Sanskrit lexicon. 

In initial position retroflex stops (oral or 

nasal) are very rare. Whitney 1885 lists four roots 

beginning with 9· (or which two are doubtful), one in 

~~ four in ~ (or which three are doubtful), and none 

in ~h or ~· In final position (and when not explain

able as assimilations) retroflex stops are more cotn

mon. Whitney•s list contains seventeen roots ending 

in _t or -yt;-, five in ~11:, nineteen in f), thirteen in Q, 

~9~ Q}, or Q~h., and none in vh. 

Now we notice that the occurrence or retroflex 

stops in roots ~orrelates with a gap in the distribu

tion or 1. In root-initial clusters 1 can be preceded 

by velars or labials or by ~·--e.g., kl·anr •be weary', 

glah 'gamble', hl:a-a'd· 'rer~esh', p·lu • float', ml-aa· 

•relax', ~l:aaih •extol'--but not by dentals. In tha 

four quotable root-final clusters ~ is followed by 

labials or velars: ga·J:bh • dare', 5u1tf 'bunch 1 , jalp 

•murmur' 1 and walg 'spring' • Finally, the only root 

containing the "vowel 1" is klp· 'be adapted', in 

which ~is preceded by a velar and followed by a labial. 

These facts suggest that root-final retroflex 



stops might be considered as the product or an original 

dental stop preceded by ~. A similar explanation could 

be given for the root-initial retroflex stops; however, 

the fact that they are so very infrequent suggests that 

they are truly exceptional. 

The remarks in the preceding paragrapn,are only 

~· suggestive. They do not provide a very strong argument 

for the representation or retroflex stops (and'bnpre

dictabl~" ~) as clusters. There is no available direct 

evidence in the morphophonernic processes or Sanskrit, 

I 
I 

because: 

1. There is no situation in which a 

2. 

retroflecting r is ~ deleted; no 

output form contains a retroflect

ing ! fortuitously preserved for 

our inspection. 

The combination of an 1· and a fol-

lowing dental in the ordinary jux

taposition or morphemes is sys

tematically avoided in Sanskrit. 

No root ending in x belongs to 

either the root class, the redupli

cating class, or the nasal class 

in the present system. Hence, an 
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1 can never come to precede a dental 

in conjugation. Moreover, whenever an 

l would ordinarily come to precede 

a dental in derivation (in the forma

tion of the past participle, for 

example), a union vowel is inserted. 

Some indirect evidence can be obtained by considering 

the formation or past participles, e:erun1s, Q,,.J infini

tives from rocts ending in retroflex consonants. This 

evidence is discussed in Chapter 5. 

It should be emphasized that one or the major 

supports for our sugge3tion is the relative rarity or 

"unpredictable" retroflex consonants. That is, the 

attractiveness of' the suggested representation depends 

crucially on the number or (lexical) forms contain

ing the clusters. We are trading the use of' two seg

ments against the postulation of' additional phonemes 

(with the attendant necessity of' distinguishing these 

new phonemes from all other phonemes by at1east one 

feature). If' the number of (lexical) forms contain-

ing the two-segment clusters increases during a period 

or time, eventually a point will be reached at which 

it will be more economical--in terms of the number 

or features it is necessary to specify in the lexicon--



to postulate new phonemes. 

A final criticiem of our treatment of the 

"unpredictable" retroflex consonants is that we have 

not suff1c1ent1.y motivated the choice of _!: as the 

cause of the retroflexion.(given the assumption that 

the retroflexion does indeed hav~ a cause). It is 

possible to devise other treabments of the problem. 

One method--which is attractive becR,.tse lt accorcL .. 

with the facts of linguistic history, but which can

not be used in every inst'tnce of "unpredictable" 

retroflection--is to postulate an ~ as the affecting 

environment. Thus, the root ~i~ 'implore• would be 

represented as 11sd (or iB'd·); by RETl the s would 

become s, the a would assimilate to the s in retro-
~ - ~ 

rlexion (see the next section), the t would assimi

late to the 1 in voicing (see Chapter 5), and the 

resulting f would be deleted by a new rule (possibly 

with compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel). 

Our observations about the distribution of 1 would 

find expression in a morpheme-structure rule. How

ever, this treatment suffers from many of the same 

def i ciencies as the treatment we have suggested, with

out the latter• s virtue of' generality. OA. tJ~ 4 '/J~r ;,.,~ 
fle,t. IS llt1 re4.41111 "" IUIIIM~ 411,- ~ .s"•CIN& ~:~.P 
''llllpnfi&c.f•J,/e 11 te.h-P /feJ'1iht. 



To account for root-final retroflex stops, 

then, we add a new retroflexion rule (RET5) and an 

1-dropping rule (RET6): 

[ +cons] [+cons] 
RET6. +voc -~> ~I -· · +fl 

-fl 
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Then kuun 'shrink' will be represented in the lexicon • 
as kuttltr and pa-t;h 'read' as pa-lth. Exceptional occur-

rences of ~ can be accounted t'or by RET5 and RET6; 

bh·at 'bark' will be represented as ~ls. 

3. 4. Assimi"l:ati-on· trf' Retrofl-exion 

We have already alluded to "assim.ilation or 

retroflexion" rules and quoted several relevant rorms-

anuviup· from ~ # stubh, and yudh~~~a from ~dhi· 

# sthira·. Further examples: 

awi99hwa1· t'rom dwi~ + dhwai (ulti-

mately from ~~ 'hate• and 2 pl. 

midd. ending c¥lwa1·: see Chapter 4) 

dw-i&tas- from dw11T 'hate' and 3 du. act • • • 
ending 1!!. 



11-y~ai- from i1.1-ct 'implore' and 3 sg. 

midd. ending ta1 
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From these examples, we see that in internal 

combination a dental consonant is ret.rof'l~cted after a 

retroflex consonant: 

[
+cons] 

RET7 • -voc --;. 
-grv 

(but see the further discussion in the next chapter). 

In external combination there is the same as-

similation of rP.trof'lexi0n, hut in the opposite direc

tion: 

t-aQ· ## "ayata1: from tat ' 1 t ' and 3 sg. 

midd. pres. or ~1.1- 1 fly' -
~~id9 ## ~affk&~i· f'rom ace. sg. masc. of 

tri· 1 three' and 3 sg. act. pres. of 

yatlk 'cover 1 

tay # yiika~ from tat· and nom. sg. of 

1'11.-k-aa 'commentary' 

p-aad&t ## li·al-ati- from nom. sg. of paada' 

•root• and 3 sg. act. pres. or 'fal· 

1 be confused' 
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ta~ ## ~at; from taas· ' they' (rem. ) and 

~!. 's.ix' 

The rule for this assimilation is then 

(but see the further discussion in the next chapter). 

A final retroflex cooeonant remains before an 

ini tic.l non-retroflex consonant: .}ii-wana9 ## dewaaya, 
I from ..J..iiwarras· 'living sacrifice; and dat. sg. of daiwa: 

'god' (for 9· in place of s·, s~e Chapters 4 and 5). 

There are several problems remaining in connec-

tion with these assimilation rules and their relation-

ship to the other retroflexion rules. The first arises 

when we consider the past participle kvu~-, f'rom the 

root ksudl •crush'. This root is one of approximately 

seventy that have past participles in na instead of ta. 

Moreover, ~ is peculiar in that a stop assimilates 

in nasality to it; ordinarily in internal sandhi there 

is no such assimilation (cf. the noun ratrra 'jewel'), 

while in external sandhi there is (cr. ~ ## namas 
, ., ""' _, J " , -" "' ... .I , "' , " " ,. _., ... "' ·' ~ J i .· ., ~ -~ , ,. -"' "' • ·' ... ,.I ·""' ·' , .,. , ·' " , , , "' ~ ., "' .J , .., 

1 From this point on we will not indicate predictable 
retroflex consonants in citation forms of roots; 
thus ksuu· instead of the usual k~~. 
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from~ and nama5 'bow, obeisance'). Hence we assume 

that the participial endings are + ta and # ~~ so 

that the relevant rule of external sandhi will apply 

to roots before # ~· 
u 

H wever, if the ending is given 

as # ~, the boundary will prevent RET7 from applying 

to the n of the ending. 

A similar problem arises when we conslder ~he 

locatlve plurals dwil~ and haWi'f~U (or he.w"").~u), from 

dwis 'hate• (a verbal root used directly as a substan

tive) and haw+ is (bacrifice•, actually from the ve~

bal root hu •sacrifice' with gutJa vowe12 ), respectively. 

From dwi~-su and similar forms we conclude that the 

locative plural ending is # ~: ~- js converted to t 

before this ending, just as it is ln word-final posi

tion (see Chapter 4), and there is no assimilation of 

retroflexion. But in haw·i-o~u, c-a~u~~u (from c-aks + u-s· 

'eye', ultimately from c·aks 'notice' ) , and similar 

forms, the application of RET7 seems to be necessary 

for the retroflexion of the ~ of the ending. 

Although the glide w in this form and the w in dewa· 
can be predicted by our vowel sandhi rules, we 
continue to cite forms with w (and y) rather 
than u- (and i). We have not-extended our rules 
to predict ail occurrences of glides, and the 
transcription with z and w is closer to the stan
dard transcriptions (although sometimes less 
perspicuous for our purposes). 
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One way to account for these forms would be to 

assume that RET7 applies across # as well as +. It 

would then be necessary to add a rule to account for 

the non-occurrence or ~ # f· A simpler solution, how

ever, is to assume that RETl applies across an inter

vening spirant and that RET3 applies across an inter-

vening nasalt 

Then 

RE'1'3' • [:~~:1 ~ {.+r11 / 

(!~~~~] ({;~~~sn < ( +nas 1 > · · · C-obs~ 
+fl 0 

ksud· # !!!: ~ ksurr # .!!! • ktun # !!!. 
RET1 1 

--~., kfUCl # .2! 
RET3' 

lraw + ia· # SU' --- -~~~ haw + 1·~ # su 
RET1 1 - - ..:...._ 

I· 
t 
I 
I, 
'! 
i!· 
~
:. 
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Chapter 4 
I 

RootR in ~, ~~ and k~ 

4. 1. Internal- Sandhi· 

4 .. 1. 1 • The ·Prablem 

In the following sections we will examine the 

behavior or roots ending in ~ (that is, ~ or rs), ~~ 

and k~ (that is, ks·). All such roots (with the excep

tion of four roots in !--dis· 'point:, dr~· 'see' , ~re, 

'touch 1 , and sometimes na$ ' attain 1 --and or one 

root in k'--jaks •eat', which is discussed in Chapter - . 
5) have the same treatment in internal sandhi before 

obstruents. That is (W218, 221, 226), 

Finally and before # su: t; 

Before bh and dh·: 9· -
Before t and th: "' 

Before s·: k 

Examples are provided in the following chart: 



dwis· ' daas oaks· endings-

'hate• 'make •see' 
offering' 

1 sg. act. dwaip.i I 
daaimri cakp-1 + mi 

2 sg. act. dwai-*f-1 daakf'i- c-akti + si: 

Verb 3 sg. act. dwaifii daafl;i· cai~· + ti' -
in Present 2 du. act. dwif~ha-s- d-aat 'lihas c-aj~as· + thas 

2 pl. midd. dwi'(t.,hwai daao~hwai- oa99hwa-i + dhwa:i 

nom. sg. dwit daar cat + sl • __!., -
Derived inst. pl. dwi~bhis- daa~bh-is caobhis· . lli 2 +b. 8' 

Roct Noun loo. pl. dw:t~au daa-~su ca~su #!E_ 

. . ~ " .. "" , . ., ""'. , • , •. "' J . , . . . , " ... , , " . 

1 This s is1 however1 deleted by an early rule for the stmplii"ication of' final 
cTusters; see Sections 4~1;4., 4.2. and 4.3. Hence for our purposes the 
nom. sg. ending is null for roots ending in a consonant. 

2 In Chapter 6 we suggest that this ending is preceded by # rather than +. 

• 1'' "ffP Mlll~~~'llm~a~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~.i~~-:,;~~~~~ 
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4.1.2. Spi-rant-Shifi'·Rules 

We begin by considering the roots ending in 

! and !. The spirant in these roots becomes dental 

before stops and before # (including before the # ~ 

or the loc. pl.)1 and velar before~~ The dental is 

a stop in some cases 1 a spirant in others; the velar 

is a stop~ 

The change can be split into two steps--first 

the shift or 0 and ! to ~ before ~ and to v· before 

stops and #~ and then the shift of v to y before voiced - -
stops and #. Since we have supposed that # has some 

or the markings ot ordinary phonological segments--in 

particular~ that it has the markings +obst~ -cont-

the first rule can be stated as 

SPl. -l:~~~] -~ r ~ ~~~t] / · {:~~~~1 
+comp l-0( fl --

That is~ v· and ~ become k (which is +grv, -cont, -fl) 

before continuants and become ! (which is -grv~ +cont, 

+fl) before stops. 

The second change (the shift in continuancy) 

is simpler: 



SP2. [~~st] ---). (-cont] I __ 
+ROO'l' 

L+obst] 
-cont 
+vcd 

# 
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The specification that the spirant be a segment of a 

root is necessary to account for::the difference between 

hawi~;u {or hawil}~) and dwit;su {see the next section). 

It ie important that # have the markings +obat, . . ' 

-cent, tor ff we could. not .. ~f -.;r to those marld.ngs in 

SPl, then SPl would have to be split into two rules:3 

r+obst] 
+cont --7 
+cOulp 

[
-grvj +cont I 
+tl 

. - # 

This dif'f'icult:r does not arise in the case of SP2, 

even though tht! voiced stop environment and the # 

environment arE! stated separately, because SP2 involves 

no assimilation or dissimilation. 

4.1. 3. cy-:c'lical Rttles· 

Let us now consider the ordering or SPl and 

3 We cannot assume that the a· or the nom. sg. remains 
when SPl appliesf for-if the ending were SI we 
would expect daas + s to become daak + s and 
then daak. But the' correct output is oaat;·. 
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SP2 with respect to some or the other rules we have 

established--in particular, with respect to RETl•. 

On the one hand, RETl' must precede SPl and 

SP2, ror it creates instances or ! to which SPl and 

SP2 will apply. But on the other hand, SP2 (and hence 

SPl) must precede RETl', for it the ordering were re

versed we would have the derivation 

dwis # su ~ 
- RETl' 

dwiV # .E. --') 
SPl 

dw1; # _E ~ dwi~ # _E: 
SP2 
' 

'!'hat is, th~ 1 would be c:r:weated too late to bloclt th~ 

retrofle~ion or the second s in this form. 

The correct output can be obtained only it we 

assume that the three rules in question apply in a 

cycle--first to the root or stem, then again to the 

root or stem in combination with conjugational or de

clensional endings. The relative ordering or the rules 

within this cycle is 

SPl 

SP2 

RETl' 

RE'1'7 
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Then RETl' will apply twice in some forms, once before 

SPl and SP2 and again after these rules. 

Both passes through the retroflexion and 

spirant-shi:t't rules are included Within the 11 first 

pass" through the cycle discussed in Chapter 2; that 

is 1 we have now argued (in Chapter 2 and in the cur

rent section) for at least three passes through a 

cycle--once :t'or roots and stems, once for (uncompounded) 

words, and once for complete sentences.4 TheRe three 

passes are crucial. There will, or course, be more 

than three passes when the cyclical rules are applied 

to a sentence or any complexity.' 

In the tables below seven cyclical derivations 

are illustrated. We use (unlabeled) parentheses, 

instead or the usual labeled brackets, to indicate the 

relevant constituent stru~ture of the forms~ 

FIRST PASS 

SPl 

SP2 

RE'fl' 

RET7 

((dw1s·) # ~) 

* 
* 

((dwie) # ~) 

* 

( ( dwa1:s·) + si} 

* 
* 

( (dwai·~) + si} 

* 

4 The "first ~ass" of Ch~ter 2 now includes two passes, 
and the second pass is a third pass. 
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SECOND PASS (dwi; # .!!:!,) ( dwait + !!!) 

SPl vac ( dwai·k + si) -
SP2 (dwi~ # ~) .. 
RET1 1 .. (dwaik +E) 
RET7 .. ... 

- •'""' .. ~ . "" "" ... *' ~ • • "" ~ ~ •' ' ~ ' . .. 

I 
((dwis) + thas) 

I 
FIRST PASS ((haw+!!) # ~) 

SPl .. .. 
SP2 .. .. 
RE'rl' ((dw1v) + thas) ((haw+~) # ~) 

RET7 .. .. 
SECOND PASS ( dwif- + thu) (haw + 1i # su) ---

SPl vac vac 

SP2 .. ... 
RETl' vac (haw + 1; # ou) ---
RET7 (dwiv + ~has-) .. 

' ... " 

FIRST PASS ( { daa~ ) # _!!!) ((daa~) + !!) 
SPl ... ... 
SP2 .. * 



RETl' 

RET7 

SECOND PASS 

SPl 

SP2 

RETl 1 

FIRS'r PASS 

SPl 

SP2 

RE'l'l 1 

RET7 

SECOND PASS 

SPl 

SP2 

RET1 1 

RET7 
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... * .. ... 

( da:alr # ,!!!!) (daa-~ + !!_) 

(daap # ,!!!!:) (daak + !!) 

(daat # ~) * .. (daak + E_) 
... ... 

., .• ~ , • ~ "' •• ,.1 ... , • , ., -· " • , " • " 

((daaA) + ~is) 

* 

... 

( da:a& + bhiB') 

( daav + bhj_s-) 

(daat; + t>his) 

* .. 

For the voicing ass:fmilation in daa(l~is-, see 

Chapter 5. 

11 
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4.1.4. Roots in k~ 

When we consider root-final ks, we see that SPl 

and SP2 predict forms like cak~~i, cak~su, and cak~, when 

in fact the actual forms are cak~i, car~u, and ea~. 

It is difficult to see how such forms can be 

accounted for if we continue to assume that ks occurs 

in root-final position. In particular, the form ea~ 

is troublesome, because by a general rule of Sanakrit-

the reduction of a cluster of consonants before # to the 

first consonant of the cluster--caks before ## reduces 

to cak. 

ABBR. [+obst10 -~~ fd / (+cons] - #(#) 
Hence, any special rule for :roots ending in ks must pre

cede ABBR. The obvious solut~on would be to suppose that 

RETl' and a special k-dropping rule precede ABBR; then 

we would have 

caks ~ cak~ 
RETl' 

~ ea~ ~ ea~ 
SP2 

Rather than assume the existence of a special k-dropping 

rule, let us instead search for an alternative represen-

tation of root-final ks. 

An alternative repref'entation must satisfy at 
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least the following conditions: 

a. It must reduce to t in word-final 
• 

position; this t, however, could 
• 

result from an v, s, ~~ or 9 in that - - - -
position. 

b. It must become kV before sonorants. 

If we assume just the rules discussed so far, then the 

only clusters that suit both these conditions are §~·, 

~s, $~, and ss. Now each of the clusters ;~, es, and 
• s; contains an ! in a position where retroflexion is 

unpredictable. Rather than assume new instances of 

unpredictable ! 1 we take ss to be the cluster from 

which ks is derived. Then 

ABBR 

FIRST PASS 

SPl 

SP2 

RETl' 

RET7 

SECOND PASS 

SPl 

' {# {cass) + mi #) 

(# (caks) + !!!! #) 

... 
{# {cakv) + mi #) 

* 

{# cakv + !!!.!. #) 

* 

{# {cas·s) + !. #) 

{# {ea~) #) 

* 
* 
* 
... 

(#ea~ #) 

{# cav #) 



SP2 * (# cali #) 

RETl' vac '* 
RET7 * * 

Next we consider the remaining environments-

that is, non-f1nally before an obstruent. The output 

forms in these cases will be predicted correctly if 

there is a rule (ordered before SPl and SP2) deleting 

s between $ and an obstruent. In fact, we could gen

eralize the rule to delete s between any two obstruents: 

SP3. [ +obst} 
+cont ~ fA/ [+obst] (#) _. {#) [+obsij 

SP3 is in fact a well-known rule or Sanskrit 

{W233b-e). Some of the evidence for this rule is found 

in the forms of the ~-aorist, active voice. When we 

compare the following examples--

nii 'lead' chid 'cut off' tap 'heat• 

1 du. anaaipa acchaaitawa ataa;Eswa 

2 du. anaaitt;am ac·cha-ai ttam ataa;Etam 

3 du. anaaistaam ac·chaeittaam ataa;Etaam • • 
1 pl. anaaisma • acohaaitsma ataapsma 

2 pl. anaaista acchaaitta: ataapta • • 
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... I 

" •' ,. 
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we see that although the forms of nii and the 1 du. and 

1 pl. of chid and tap have the structure 

((~ + ROOT+ ~) +ENDING) 

the 2 du.~ 3 du.~ and 2 pl. or ~hid and tap are missing 

the ~· But these are exactly the ror.ms in which the s 

would appear between two obstruents. That is to say, 

SP3 would be necessary even if we did not postulate 

' roots ending in ss. And although there are no quotable 

forms, we can suppose that the s-acrist or roots in 
t 
ss will also show the deletion of two occurrences o.f s 

in the 2 dU. ~ 3 dUe~ and 2 plj from raSS I protect 1 

(which does have an ~-aorist, although only a few 

forms occur in texts) we would expect 

' a + raaBs + s + tam "' I --,~:liP a + raas + tarn 
SP3 

~ 

SPl 
a + raa~ + tam ---7 

RET7 

a + raav + tarn 

Other derivations using SP3: 
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cass+ si > 
SP3 

' cas + si ~ cak + si 
SPl 

;) 

RE'i'l 1 

cak + si 
- ..!-.. 

ca~s + dhwam ---~ 
SP3 

cav + dl'lwarn 

cas + dhwam ---;;;. 
SPl 

~ cat; + dhwam 
SP2 

~ cat+ rJhwam 
RE'l'7 

There is further support for our postulation of the 

' final cluster !! instead of ks. This evidence is to 

be found in a few pairs of roots: 

bhaa ' shine ' 
I 
sru 'hear• 

haa 'leave, go 
forth' 

and possibly also 

bl'luu 'be' 

bhaas ' shine ' 

srus 'hear• 

haa·s 1 go' 

bhuus 'attend upon, 
adorn' 

The roots in the second column are clearly related to 

those in the first column and should not be considered 

as morphemically unanalyzable. Let us say that the 
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roots in the second column contain a final morpheme ~' 

of obscure semantic import.5 

To the first list we now add 

..... J. ,,., ' 
~!!. •attain' a·ks 'attain' 

1 ttlt 
~nas •attain' naks 'attain' 

and possibly also 

' nas 'be lost' niks 'pierce' 

These pairs are analogous to the pairs in the first 

list. It is then natural to say that aks should be 
I 

represented as !! + ~· 

Note that what we are now suggesting is not 

simply the final cluster ss, but rather a final ~ fol

lowed by a monosegmental morpheme ~· Such a sugges

tion is, in fact, more reasonable than the postulation 

or an underlying cluster $s~ because (a) final clus

ters of unlike spirants without a separating morpheme

boundary are unusual in any language, and (b) the 

cluster ~s would seriously complicate the statement 

of morpheme-structure rules for Sanskrit. 

There are other phonological phenomena and 

relationships that suggest that not every root-final 

5 Whitney 1885 refers to the roots wi·th s simply as 
"secondary forms" or the roots without s. 
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ks be represented as s + a. The two roots jaks 'eat' and - - -
jaks 'laugh' are discussed in the next chapter. Other 

instances can be adduced from the following examples: 

•wipe' 

'divide, 
share' 

mrks ' stroke ' 

{ 
bhaks •eat, par- 1 

take or• 

possibly bhiks '~' 

Here again we have a final morpheme ~~ and mrks should 

be represented as mrj + ~· There is no evidence or 

counter-evidence to be found for this representation, 

because in every attested form or mrks, bhaks, and 

bhiks, the root is followed by a sonorant. 

Before turning our attention to assimilation 

rules, we note that SP3, as it stands, is not correct; 

because # is an obstruent, SP3 will delete the s in 

the initial clusters st, sth, sk, !£1 etc. We could 

prevent the deletion of initial ~ by changing the envi

ronment in SP3 to 

(#) (-obst] 

A related problem arises in the operation or 

the abbreviation rule. Since # is an obstruent, ABBR 
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deletes # whe~ it occurs after a final obstruent and 

before #; that is, ABBR reduces every instance of ## 

after a final obstruent to #. We could change ABBR 

to require that the deleted segments be +obst, -BND. 

However, this type of problem is liable to occur again 

and again--perhaps so often that the number of times 

we are forced to refer to the marking -END will offset 

the economies gained by having # contain segmental 

markings. It seems to be the case, though, that the 

problem ordinarily arises when rules refer to #, as 

do SP3 and ABBR. The necessity of mentioning -BND 

can be eliminated in such cases if we make the follow

ing general convention: If a rule mentions # or the 

marking +BND, then every segment (except a # or a 

segment already marked +BND) is assumed to be marked 

-BND. The effect of this convention is to restrict 
.J 

the usefulness of the markings on # to the expression 

of similarities between processes internal to words 

and processes in word~initial or word-final position. 

4.2. Some Assimilations of Position 

4.,2.1. Internal Palata'lity Assimilat·ion 

We have been assuming that the retroflex con-
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sonants are retroflex palatals, even though they are 

derlved in most cases from dentals. The alternation 

or ~ with ;, and the identical treatment or ~ and 'i - - - -
in internal sandh1 provides some support for this assump

tion. Certainly, if ! is a flat dental, then the 

statement ot SPl is less simple than our rule in Sec

tion 4.1.2.: 

r +obstl +cont ~ 
-grv 

L I' comp 
-~fl J 

r~;r~ 1 
L:PlconJ --

[ +obstJ 
~cont 

In addition, if the retroflex consonants are marked 

as dentals during the operation of the morphophonemic 

rules, th~n we must add a late phonetic rule to make 

them palatals {see Section 1.5.1.). 

There is further evidence to be found for 

the assumption. We have already discussed the assiml-

1ation ot' retroflexion in internal (RET7) and external 

(RET8) sandhi~ As a matter or fact, palatality assimi-

late;:J in exactly the same f'~shion as retroflexion. 

The only case that happens to occur in internal 

' sandhi ls the change of·n ton after a palatal stop 
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(E51)6--thus 1 yaac~aa 'an entreaty• (from yaac 'ask, beg') 

yajna •sacrificial' (from l!J •sacrifice'), raaj~ii 

'queen' (from raa,,lan 'king').. Hc>wever, !!. does not assi-

milate to a preceding !--thus a$na •voracious' (from 

a~ •eat•), and not a$~a. This apparent irregularity 

or n would seem to prevent us from generalizing RET7 to 

[
+conj r +compl ( ~~~~SJ 
-voc --;. Lotrl J 1 +comp 
-grv o<fl --

But now we notice that it is not necessary for RET7 to 

apply to instances of !!.1 for RET3' is applicable in 

every case. Any application of RET7 would be vacuous. 

For example, the occurrence of l} in wr~t1i •manly, 

strong' (from~ 1 (to) rain•)i dhr§QU 'bold, fierce• 

(from dhrs 'be bold'), and ji~QU 'victorious• (from 

J! 'win') can be explained on the basis of RET3' alone. 

Hence we can restrict the generalized rule to asstmi-

lation of non-nasal consonants: 

6 

PALl. 
(= RET7 1 ) 

[
+cons] -voc -.lt. r +comp 1 
-nas "l--'1'1 .J I 
-grv 

+cons 
-voc 
-grv 
+comp 
«fl 

There is also a general assimilation of n to a follow
ing stop (E48). 
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4.2.2. External Palatality Assimilation 

In external sandhi the situation is very simi-

lar, although the process is obscured by the operation 

of a number or other rules. The facts are as follows: 

7 

1. Final t or d becomes palatal before 

palatal stops and retroflex before 

retroflex stops (E28). 

2. Final n becomes palatal before voiced 

palatal stops and retroflex before 

voiced retroflex stops (E24). 

3. When final n precedes a voiceless 

nongrave stop a spirant homorganic 

with the stop is inserted after the 

~~ which then becomes anusvara7 (E23, 

E49). 

4. The combinations t ## s and ~ ## ~ 

become £##eh and ~##eh, respec

tively (E31, E25). 

Final n before s or ~ remains, with 
.!.. 

the optional insertion of a t after 

the ~ (W207). 

6. Final t before s or ~ remains. 

Nasalization of the preceding vowel. 
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7. Final (non-radical) ~or! assimilates 

in position to any following voice

less stop or spirant. Visarga (Q) is 

often prescribed in place of x and 

r, whenever these would occur; s1mi-

larly visarga is often prescribed in 

place of the first spir~nt in the com

binations ~ ## ~~ ~ ## ~~ and ~ ## ~ 

(Ell, El2, Wl70, Wl72). 

8. Final s or ~ before a voiced segment 

has a special treatment, which will 

be discussed in Cha~ter 6. 

In tabular form the sandhi-products of the combinations 

in question (final dental before initial palatal or 

retroflex} are 

Initial: 

c .J. i ~ -
Final: t cc .J.J. tt dd • • • • -

I El_ n~~ Yi n nsc -
' s se See st See 

Chap. • • Chap. 
6 6 
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Initial: 

s ! s -
Final: t cch t~ ts 

n nch n(t)v n{t)s 

s ss !! ss - -
or or or 

l}s lJ.~ Q.s 

If we postulate an external assimilation 

rule PAL2 that is a near analogue of PALl {applicable 

to nasals but not caused by spirants, and regressive 

rather than progressive) and if we assume that PAL2 fol-

lows a number of other rules, then the phenomena 

/t.rfeol.. above can he described quite simply. 

PAL2. -voc ~ [ +consj [ +compl 
IWfl J I 

(= RET8') -grv 

_# (#) 

+cons 
-voc 
-cont 
+camp 
-grv 

O(fl 

In the next three sections we examine the rules that 

obscure the operation or PAL2~ 

I 
I 
H 

I 
I 
i 
I 
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1~.2.3. External Spirant Assimilation 

According to PAL2, spirants do not cause assi

milation. This is certainly true for the combinations 

! ## ! and ~ ## !· There remain the combinations or s 

with a spirant and the combinations t ##! and ~ ## !-
cases in which there apparently is assimilation. 

The sandhi of s before an initial spirant is 

only a subcase of the sandhi or ~ before any initial 

voi~eless segment (case 7 in the previous section). 

appropriate rule is 

that is, the assimilation of position in this case is 

The 

covered not by PAL2 but by a general rule for spirants. 

4.2.4. The ' ~eh Rule s 

For the combinations t ## s and !!. ## ~, we 

add a rule that changes initial $ to eh after t and n: - - -

l+obstl 
+cont 

SP5. +compJ -; (-conil / 
-fl +tns J 

+voc 
-cons ) 
-cont #(# --
-comp 
-grv 
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If SP5 is ordered before PAL2, then ! and ~ will assi

milate (by PAL2) to the ~ created by SP5. 

Examples (involving daiwaan, ace. pl. of daiwa 'god', and 

sr~autil 3 sg. act. pres. or ~ru 'hear•): 

daiwaan ## $rQauti -~> daiwaan ## ahrQauti 
SP5 

--+ daiwaar\ ## chr~auti 
PAL2 

tat ## t\rnauti - ---·--

4.2.5. Spirant Insertion 

-> 
SP5 

SP4 and SP5 hendle the cases in which there 

is assimilation not directly predicted by PAL2. There 

are also the cases in which there is no assimilation 

although PAL2 predi~ts that there should be--the com

bination or n with a voiceless nongrave stop (case 3 

in Section 4.2.2.). For these situations we add a 

~pirant insertion rule: 
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SP6. %-+ r ~~~:1 I f:~~~s1 # ( #) [~~~~ ~l 
L+cont l;nas ---- -vcd ;j 

It is not necessary to specify the inserted spirant 

any further than this 1 for if SP6 is ordered before 

SP4 1 then SP4 will correctly mark the segment for corn-

pactness 1 gravity1 and flatness. In our examples we 

indicate this partially unspecified spirant by s. 
SP6 must also precede SP5. For if SP5 were 

orderedbefore SP6 1 then the original combinations 

£ ## eh and £ ## $ would fall together (as ~ ## eh) 

and both yield n~ ## ch1 whereas the actual sandhi

ror.ms are ns ## eh and n ## ch1 respectively. SP6 

must follow ·che abbreviation rule, of course. We have 

so far established the relative ordering 

ABBR. Abbreviation. 

SP6. Spirant Insertion. 

SP5~ S --7 eh 

PAL2. External Palatality Assi
milation 

with the further restriction that SP4 (External Spi

rant Assimilation) follow SP6. 
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·l 

99 ... 

EJwnples (invol.v:lng ~pan:ta_. and b~t1 mase. ad 

neut.. nom •. se;.,. :respec.~elx.t of pres. .. -..c:t •. 

~t.. of JPua .. 'b.e.tt md 9 t~t·).a 

b~l!lll.tsr; 11 .Y: > bhJV& H g . 
.ABBR 

--? b~a.n§ H .a -> 
SP6 SP4 

b~awanl. H .a 

mhpa-:t. Ill .a. ~ 'bhawac H .a 
P.AL2 

1Jhavat Ill S-~uu -> phtxat 11=11 ehrqauu 
SP5. 

--a. bhavac H chgau.ti. 
PAL2 

~.2.6 • Vi.sarga R!ll.es .. 

We remarked in. Section. 4.2.2 •. above that i ~s 

an opUontl varia.ut .. o.t l. and~: and of a :final spfrant:. 
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before an initial spirant. The only other position 

in which h occurs is absolute final; there it is an 
.!.. 

obligatory alternant of ~~ ~~ !--thus, we have manU9, 

punatJ,, and daiwal]. (from manu~--that is, manus-·-the 

nom. sg. or manu 1 Manu' , punar 'again' , and daiwas, nom. 

sg. or daiwa 'god•) before absolute pause (the sentence 

boundary $)~ 

All possible occurrences or Q can therefore 

be predicted by three late rules: 

VISl. 
(optional) 

VIS2. 
(optional) 

VIS3. 

Examples using 

4.3. Excursus 

(
+obst1 
+cont ~ 
+grv 

[+obsU +cont ~ 

[+con1 +cont -? 
-grv 

these rules 

on Relative 

4.3.1. Types of Ordering 

In earlier sections 

( -obst] 
-cont 
+comp 

-obst 
-cons [ +obs~1 -fl I #(#) +cont 
+comp 
+grv 

-obstl 
-cons 

-n J I # $ 
+comp 
+grv 

will be given in Chapter 6. 

Ordering 

we determined the relative 
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ordering or several rules, on the assumption that the 

set or rules is linearly ordered--with one kind or 

exception: a subset or the rules may be linearly 

ordered within a cycle. At any rate the rules are 

ordered in some fiXed way. 

Contrasting with such a fixed ordering is a 

free ordering. When a set or rules is freely ordered 

{or, as it is sometimes expressed, unordered), any 

rule that is applicable to a given form may be applied 

to it; when none of the rules applies, the deriva

tion or an output form has been completed. 

Often when a set or rules is freely ordered, 

certain ordering relations will hold between sets of 

rules in every derivation. For example, every appli

cation or Rule X might entail a later application or 

Rule Y, simply because Rule X introduces a symbol or 

configuration or symbols to which Rule Y applies. Or 

more elaborate restrictions might obtain: e.g., if 

both Rule X and Rule Y apply in any derivation, then 

Rule X always applies before Rule Y. 

The effect of all such restrictions on a 

freely-ordered set of rules is to define a (partial) 
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ordering of the set. Let us call this partial order

ing the naturar ordering of the set. 

In an attempt to translate a freely ordered 

set or rules into a set with fixed ordering. the most 

obvj.ous strategy is to take advantage of the natural 

ordering. For example, our placement or RETl' (Retro

flexion of ~) before RET3' (Retroflexion of !!_) follows 

the natural ordering, as does our placement of both 

RETl' and RET3' before PALl. 

or course, our object is not merely the transla

tion of a freely ordered set of traditional rules (as 

expressed in terms of distinctive features) into a set 

w:!.th a fixed order. However, many or the traditional 

rules seem to be essentially correct (although often 

clumsily stated), so that our principal interests in 

them axe {~) their elegant restatement in terms of 

distinctive features and (b) their ordering. 

It is sometimes the case that two or more 

rules concerned with similar or related phenomena are 

stated so as to be mutut:~.lly exclusive--and hence se 

as to bear no particular ordering relation to each 

other. In such a situation it often happens that the 

imposition of a fixed order on the rules allows for 
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u considerable simpliftcation in their statements __ 

often to the point of making one or more or the rules 

superfluous. 

An example of such a simplification can be 

seen in our treatment of SP6 (Spirant Insertion) a~d 

SP4 (External Spirant Assimilation). If we order SP6 

befo:.·e SP4 lt is not 11~ceR~ary to specify the inserted 

spirant for compactness, gravity, or flatness. Whitney 

treats the two cases quite separately--on the one hand 

there is spirant assimilation divided into three 

rules, one before initial spirants (Wl72): 

Before an initial sibilant ••• 
s is either assimilated, becom
ing the same.sib11ant 1 or it 
is changed into visar~. 

one before initial voiceless dentals and palatals (Wl70c): 

Before the palatal lingual surd 
mutes ••• it 1~ assimilated, be
coming the sibilant of either 
clas3 respectively ••• 

and une before initial voiceles3 velars or la~lals (Wl70d): 

Before the guttural and labial 
surd mutes ••• it is also theo
retically assimilated, becom
ing respectively the jihv~nltya 
and upadhmantla spirants ~ •• ; 
but In practi<;e these breathings 
are unknown, and the conversion 
is to vlsarg!!_. 

Some examples are dis~aed ~~ Halle 1958r, 
Halle 1962 .• · . and Chomsky 196ll • 
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On the other hand, there is spirant insertion, combined 

with the anusvara rule in W208: 

Before the surd palatal lingual, 
and dental mutes, there is in
serted after final n a sibllant 
of each of those classes respec
tively, befot•e which the n be-
comes anusvara. -

Emeneau follows Whitney--first two rules for 

spirant assimilation (Ell and El2), then \~he spirant 

insertion rule combined with the anusvara rule (E23). 

Allen, like R~nou,9 considers the spirant assimila

tion as a single rule, but does not connect it (except 

historically) with spirant insertion. 10 MacDonell, 

although he separates the two rules, in~erts a foot

note leading from the first to the second. 11 But no 

one seems to have seen clearly the relation between 

the two rules. 

4.3.2. Whitney and Ordering 

In Section 4.1.3. we argued that SPl, SP2, and 

RETl' should apply cyclic8.lly.Now although the order

ing of rules within a cycle is fixed, the operation or 

9. Renou 1961, pp. 35, 37. 
lv 

Allen.~962, pp. 74-6, ~~-8. 

11 MacDonell 1927, pp. 18, 21. 
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the cycle is such that a rule can apply to different 

stages in the derivation of a single form. This pos

s:tbility also arises when a set of rules is freely or-

de red. 

We should expect Whitney, whose rules are for 

the most part freely ordered, to make some reference 

to ~he double application of RETl' in fotms like 

dwaik~i. But Whitney's statements on this matter are 

not clear. In one section he states that "the occur-

rence .,f s in Sanslcri t words is nearly 1:1Jni ted to 
.!.. 

cases falling under this rule" (W182) and cites, 

among other forms, the four exceptional roots ka~, 

las bhas and bhaas (see Section 3.1.). In a Jater 
---!..' • J • 

section, however, he says that "roots having a final 

slb~.lant (except ; ) after an alternant vowel are ••• 

regarded as ending in s, not ~·" (Wl84c). '!'hat is, 
.!.. 

on the one hand he suggests that RETl' could apply 

twice--once in the conversion of stem-final ~ to i. 
and once in the conversion of suffixal s to s--while • 

on the other hand he discounts the first of the two 

possible applications. 

For another example of Whitney's skirting of 

ordering problems we turn to his treatment of RETl' 

with respect to SPl and SP2. To account for the double 

,\, 
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~ in hawi~~u Whitney says that "the alte(:ation [ RETl •] 

takes place in the initial ~ of an ending after the 

final ~ of a stem, whether t.he latter is to be regarded 

as also changed to Ill or as converted into·visarga" (W183). 

Whitney seems to realize that RET1 1 and PALl should 

follow SPl and SP2; in W218 he says: 

Final ••• 9 reverts to its orig
ina: o•• k, in internal combi
nation, only before the ••• s 
or a verbal stem or ending -
(whence by 180 (RETl' J 1 •• . • 

k~); before ••• t and ••• th, 
it everywhere becomes ••• s 
(whence by 197 ( PAL2 ] , •• ~ 
~ t and 0 oe ~ {;}) ) - -

However, ~he "whence"s can reasonably be t:=tken to refer 

to the natural ordering of the rules rather than to a 

crucial fixed ordering., The crucial cases are: forms like 

dwitsu, which show that RETl' must follow SPl and SP2, 
• 

and that these rules cannot be freely ox•dered. Whitney 

seems to miss this point entirely, for he cites dwi~su 

not in connection with RETl' but rather in connection 

with PALl; to his statement of the internal palatality 

assimilation rule he appends the remark that "those 

cases in which final a becomes t before su ••• do not, 
.!.. .!.. -

of course, fall under this rule" (Wl97c). The force or 
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the "of course" in this sectlon is quite inexplicable, 

although two sections later he provides a perfectly 

good explanation for the absence of assimilat.ion: "In 

external combination • • • an initial dental after a 

final liquid usually remains unchanged; and su of the 

loc. pl. follows the same rule" (Wl99). 

We have no way of determining whether the 

"whence"s in W218 refer to a fixed ordering or to a 

natural ordering, although the evidence points to the 

second interpretation: in addition to Whitney•s fail-

ure to cite or discuss the crucial forms in their cor-

rect context, there is his general failxre to notice 

simplifications that could be achieved by a fixed 

ordering. 

There is one instance in which Whitney can be 

said to have placed a fixed order1ng on his rules. The 

r•ules in question are the "rules of permitted finals".:.

the abbreviation rule, the rule of final devoicing and 

de aspiration (see the next chapter~) and a "reversion 

rule" for palatals and h. '11hese rules, according to 

Whitney, are to be applied b~fore any rules of external 

sandhi (Wl52): 

:; .· 



For all the processes or exter
nal combination--that is to 
say, in composition and 
sentence-collocation--a 
stem-final or word-final is in 
general to be regarded as hav
ing, not its etymological form, 
but that given it by the rules 
as to permitted finals. From 
this, however, are to be ex
f.!epted the !! and the r ••• 

This use of 11 ba.sic alternants, 11 which Whitney has 

adopted from the Indian grammarians, 12 is the only 

clear inatance of his intention to place a fixed 

loB. 

ordering on his rules--and this only to a very restricted 

extent. 

12 And which Allen 1962 attempts to expand into a theory 
of phonology. Allen applies a sort of simplicity 
principle: the simplicity of a set of rules is 
measured by the number of basic alternants that 
must be as$umed for the correct operation of the 
rules. The basic alternants may, however, be 
created from underlying forms by the application 
of an initial set of rules. On th:ls basis, it is 
desirable to have an initlal rule that devoices 
final obstruents {thus reducing the number of 
basic alternants) plus a later external voicing 
assimilation rule. cr. our discussion in the 
next chapter~ 
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Chapter 5. 

Aspiration and Voicing 

There are a number or sandhi rules that account 

fox• alternations in as{.oiration and a number of rules 

that account for voicing assimilations. Voicing and 

aspiration are, however, related in several ways, so 

that we shall discuss both kinds of' rules in this chap-

ter. 

Jl 
5.1. Grassman~ s Law 

An inspection of Whitney 1885 shows that no 

Sanskrit root contains two aspirates. 'f.here are roots 

like chid 'cut 1 , math 'shake 1 , and budh 'know', but 

none like chidh or bhudh. This absence or "double 

aspirates" is also evidenced in reduplication, for 

an aspirate is always reduplicated as a non-aspirate 

(W590a). For example, 

Present Perfect 

~al 'burst• phalati E_aEhaal.a 

bhr 'beal"' bibharti barflaara 

dhrs 'dare' dhrsnauti dadharsa 
• • • 

dhaauk •approach' 9haaukatai c}uc};taa.ukai 
• 

'· i 
f: 
I' 

i 
i' 
:l 
,. 
I 
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eh id 'cut• chinatti cichaida 

khaad 1 chew' khaadati cakhaada 

g~s 'sound' ghau~ati jughau~a 

Instead of accounting for these facts in two 

separate places--once in a morpheme structure rule 

and elsewhere in the rule(s) creating the syllable of 

reduplication--we can employ a single rule, ordered 

after the reduplication rule{s). From the ci.ted forms 
Jl 

it is clear that this rule, the familiar GrassmanAs 
1\0-' 

LawAoperative in synchronic phonology, should be stated 

so as to deaspirate the first of two aspirates: 

GL. [ 1 --> [-tns] / __ [+cont]1 [+tns.l 

The operat:l.on of GL must be restricted to permit the 

generation of such forms as bibhrtha and bibhrdhwai 

(2 pl. act. pres. and 2 pl. midd. pres., respectively, 

of bhr), in which an aspirate in an ending has no 

effect upon a preceding aspirate in a root. The restric

tion can be accomplished by requiring that the second 

of the two aspirates be in a' root (cf. SP2 in Section 

4.1.2.): 
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GL 1 • ( 

rl 
Now that we have added Grassman~s Law as a syn-

chronic rule for Sanskrit, it is possible for the lexi-

cal representations of roots to contain more than one 

aspirate. And in fact, several roots (Wl55) have a 

"mobile aspirate" that indicates th.~t they should be 

represented as having two aspirates. Compare: 

'bind• 

with 

prach 'ask' 

krudh 'be angry 1 

Present 

baudhati 

badhnaati 

prcchati 

~dhyati 

Perfect 

bubaudha 

babandha 

papraccha 

cukraudha 

Future 

bhautsyati 

~ bhantsyati 

( bandhi\'yati 

prak~yati 

krutsyati 

Similarly, for the corresponding root nouns we have: 

nom. sg. 

bhut 

f!_CC • sg. 

bud ham 

bandham 

ins·t. pl. 

bhudbhis 

bhandbhis 

loc. pl. 

bhut \1 

bhantsu 



but 

nom sg. 

path 1go' pat 

krudh krut 

ace. sg. 

path am 

krudham 

inst. pl. 

padbhis 

krudbhis 

112. 

loc. pl. 

patsu 

krutsu 

In the case of such forms as bhut and bhautsyati 

(as opposed to budham and baudhati) we seem to have the 

following situation: the root contains two aspirates-

and thus is represented as bhudh--and when the second 

aspirate loses its aspiration, GL' is inapplicable. The 

rule for this loss of aspiration is quite general; any 

stop is deaspirated before a following obstruent {includ

ing the obstruent #): 

AVl. [+obst}4 (:.tns] / __ [+obst} 

1\ 
If Grassman~s Law is stated as GL', it must follow AVl: 

in the case of bhudh + ~~ AVl would not apply, but GL' 

would, so that we would obtain budham; but in the case 

of bhuah #, AVl would apply to yield bhud #,so that the 

operation of GL' would be blocked. 

5.2. Bartholomae's Law 

The situation is means as simple as it 
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appears to be,however. Problems arise when we con-

sider suffixes that begin with a voiceless dental stop-

e.g., ta in the past participle, turn in thE! infinitive, 

twaa in the gerund, thas in the 2 du. act~, tha in the 

2 pl. act., and tas in the 3 du. act. In many cases no 

unexpected forms occur; thus, from mad 'be exhilarated' 

+ ta we obtain, by the regressive assimilation of voicing 

to be discussed in Section 5-5~1., ~atta. 

But when a root-final voiced aspirate comL:. · 

with a fol:towing t or th, the result is u:texp1cted. 

voiced non-aspirate followed by dh (Bartholomae 's La\t, 

W160). Thus, 

l thas f + - y~t.elds 
tas -

labh •take' + ~ yields 

The most obvious way of treating these cases is to pos

tulate a rule that aspirates and voices t and th when 

they follow a voiced aspirate: 

BL. [ +obst}-7 [+tns] 
-cont +vcd I I~~~~~J + --+vcd 

+tns 

BL would have to precede both AVl and the ordinary 



votcing assimilation rule, and we would have such 

derivations as 

labh + ta -----;:,. 
BL 

---> 
BL 

.... 
-'?"' 

AVl 

11.4. 

When we consider some further facts, however, 

the solution above (which is essentially a formaliza

tion of the traditional description~) becomes less 

attractive. The complicating factor is the behav1.or 

of double~aspirate roots like bhudh and bhandh ln com

bination with suffj~es beginning with t and h. From 

b~dh + ta we obtain buddha, and t'rom b'atJdh + thas, 

bllltl.ttii,J'. It then follows that GL' must precede BL. 

But we have already indicated that BL must precede AVl, 

and that AVl must precede GL'; hence, BL must pre-

~ede GL'. 

In other words, either these three rules apply 

in a cycle, or else they must be reformulated• They 

cannot, in their present form, be ordered with respect 

to each other. It can be shown that no arx•angement of 
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of the rules (as they now stand), even in a cycle, 

will result ln the generation of the correct forms 

bt~ddhi (bhudh + ti l and bhutsi (bhudh + si); see Sec

tion 5.6. for the demonstration. Some reformulation 

is necessary. 

5.3. Reformulations 
~ 11 

Instead of maintaining a general fo~ of Grassman~s 

Law and attempting to block unwanted applications of it 

by means of the previous application of the deaspira-
r\ 

tion rule, we suggest that the operation of Grassman~s 

Law (as it applies in Sanskrit) is restricted to those 

situations in which the second aspirate is followed by 

a sonorant or by i or th. If this restricted fonn of 

" G!'assman~ s Law, which we can refer to as GL", is ordered 

before BL and AVl (and BL before AVl, as before), then 

we have the following derivations: 

budh + ta ~ 
BL 

bhudh + am ~ budh + am 
GL" 

!,r 



bhudh + dhwai ~ bhud + dhwai 
AVl 

bhudh + si --~ bhud + si 
AVl 
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We note here that the form of BL, as given in 

Section 5.2. above, is considerably simplified by vir

tue or a special feature of Sanskrit endings. Because 

the only obstruents that begin endings are~' dh, bh, t,, 

th, and #, the class consisting of! and th alone can 

be specified simply as the voiceless stops, 

[ 
+obst] 
-cant 
-vcd • 

" The new version of Grassman;s Law can be for-

malized as 

GL". [ ] --? [-tns] / 

r +tns\ 
__ [+cont] 1 L+ROO'!t 

E-obst] 

tvcdj -cont 
-BND 

The marking -BND prevents GL" from deaspira tin, : the 

initial stop in bhudh #. This formulation is clumsy, 

'· t 
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at best, for the sonorants, t,and th do not constitute 

a natur.al class. The clumsiness of this formulation 

does not depend upon our decision to assign markings to 

#; the two i~sues are quite separate. Let us search 

for a more natural formulation. 

We begin by noting the relative rarity of the 

voiceless aspirates in lexical entries. ~ .. eh, and ph 

occur very infrequently. ~ occurs somewhat more often, 

although it is nevertheless uncommon. In running tcx.t 

(as indicated by the figures given in W75) the same 

generalization holds, except in the case of th, which 

occurs fairly often in verbal endings. Now when a par

ticular segment occurs only infrequently in the lexical 

entries of a· language, the phonemic status of that seg-

ment should be reconsidered; ceteris paribus, it is 

likely either that the features of the segment are pre

dictable from the features of other segments, or that 

the segment is better represented as a cluster of seg

ments with a more certain phonemic status. When an 

entire natural class of segments is of infrequent occur-

rence, the likelihood is even stronger. We have already 

suggested that some retroflex consonants should be repre

sented as clusters. We now suggest that the vo:tceless 

aspirates should also be so represented. 

'! 

) 
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If voiceless aspirates are represented as clus-

ters consisting of voiceless stop plus }}--that :ts, if 

theix• asptration is viewed not as a marking, but rather 

as a separate phonological segment~-then a natural for

mulation of GL" becomes possible, and moreover our f'or-

mulatbn of BL can be simplified. What we sha11 do 1.s 

to oppose the sonorants and t(Q) to !, dh, and bh on 

the basis of the laxness of the former segments as 

against the tenseness of the latter segmentso The 
)\ 

final form of Grassman~s Law is then 

AV2 ( = GL"' ) • ( -cont] ~ f.. -tns] I 

[+cont}l (~~~~t] r-tns] 
------ +ROOT I 

l-BND 

Furthermore, since in thds reformulation all aspirate 

stops are voiced (at least until the operation of a 

lat~r rule creating voiceless aspirate stops from clus

ters), BL can be simplified to 

AV3 (= BL' ). [+obst1-7 [+tns} I [ +tns] + __ 
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Two new rules must be added: one specifying 

that all aspirates are voiced, and the other creating 

aspirated stops from clusters. That is, 

AV4. 
.-\ +tns l 
.. .:-cont_l--) f+vcd} -

[
-vcd l r 1 l 

AV5. [ -cont] -cons(----;,. t..+tns ... 
1 -vcd ~ 

2 

The order or the rules is AV2-5 followed by AV1. Sam-

ple derivations: 

bhudh + t(h)a bhudh # bhudh + am 
• 

AV2. budh + t(lj.)a * budh +am 

AV3. budh + th(h)a vac * • 

AV4. budh + dh(tl)a vac vac 

AV5. budh + dha * * 
AVl. bud + dha bhud # * 

bhudh + dhwai bhudh + si 

AV2. * * 
AV3. vac vac 

AV4. vac vac 

AV5. * * 
AV1. bhud + dhwai bhud + si 
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5.4. Evidence 

5.4.1. The Union Vowel 

Evidence for the correctness of our analysis of 

the voiceless aspirates (and also the retroflex stops) 

as clusters can be found by examining the occurrence of 

the union vowel 1 before three suffixes: ta of the 

past participle, turn of the infinitive, and twaa of the 

gerund. In general, a root takes the union vowel 

either with all three suffixes or with none of them. 

The correspondence is not perfect, however; some roots 

have alternative forms--e.g., from sak 'be able', both 

$akta and sakita--and a few have the union vowel with 

one suffix but not with another--e.g., from ja{m)bh 

• chew up, crush', jabhitum but Jabdha. 

For many roots it is difficult to find any 

explanation for the occurrence or non-occurrence of 

the union vowel. Some very interesting generaliza

tions can be made, nevertheless. Whitney character

izes many of the roots that take the union vowel as 

"presenting difficulties of combination 11 (W956a); of 

these roots, three types are of special interest·to us: 
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1. Roots ending in two consonants, with the 

exception of' those that drop a penultimate 

nasal. Thus, ubjita from ubj 'force' 

but baddha from bandh (actually, bhandh, as 

we have seen). The generalizati.on is 

quite reliabl~ for this class of roots, 

and the "difficulties of combination" 

are obvious. However, roots ending in 

ks (that is to say, s + ~) do not invari

ably take the union vowel: of the thir

teen roots in ks for which Whitney 1885 

cites at least one of the three forms :tn 

question, one (kaanks) clearly ends in a 

consonant cluster and takes the union 

vowel, one (jaks) is a special case that 

we will discuss in a following section, 

eight take th~ union vowel, and three 

(aks, caks, and taks) do not. It is not 

unexpected that there should be some vari

ation here, for s + s + t is not, strictly 

speaking, a "difficult" combination. 

There is always the possibility of trans

forming the combination into ~~ {as in 

asta, castum, tasta) by means of the t~les • • • • • • 

in the previous chapter. 
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2. "All [roots] that end in linguals 

{including s after a or &)" (W956a2) • 
.!. - -

Whitney•s judgment that these roots 

present difficulties of combination 

is puzzling. If these roots end in a 

single retroflex consonant (as Wh:ttney 

assumes they do), we should expect an 

assimila~on of retroflexion (Section 

4.2.1.); a~~a would be the ordinary 

resultant of a~+ ~a (from !1 'wander'). 

However, we have argued that root-final 

retroflex stops should be represented 

as clusters with 1 as first member. 

The fact that all roots ending in 

these postulated clusters invariably 

take the union vowel provides further 

support for our argument. We can pro

vide an explanation for the occurrence· 

of the union vowel with these roots: 

Such roots are merely additional exam-

ples of roots ending in two consonants. 

or the four roots ending in "un

predictable" s (i.e., in the postulated 
~ 
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cluster ls), three (ka~, bha~, and 

la~) occur only with the union vowel. 

For the fourth, bhaa~, the forms 

bhaaeita and bhaaiitwaa are the only 

attested past participle and ger~nd, 

respectively, although both bhaa§itum 

and bhaa~t;um are attested as infini

tives. We would expect the union 

vowel in every case, so that bhaastum • • 

is an exceptional form. 

In the ca.se of roots ending in 

"predictable" ~~ we would expect no 

union vowel. There is no particular 

difficulty of combination here, even 

though Whitney appears to have included 

these roots under -the heading "all 

that end in linguals." Of the thirty 

roots with at least one of the rele-

vant forms attested, sixteen never 

take the union v!:>wel, ten always take 

it, and four are variable {dhrs 'dare': 

dhrsta or dhrsita; mus 'steal': mueta ----·--·- . 
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or mu~i ta, but mu~i twaa; I"US 'be 

vexed': rusta or rusita; wrs •rain': .. _..;...•--

wr~~a and wr~~waa, but wareitum). 

The treatment of "predictable" 

! is thus quite variable. However, 

the treatment or roots ending in a 

single consonant is in general vari

able--e.g., or the twenty-two roots 

ending in ~ (preceded by a vowel) ror 

which the relevant forms are attested, 

ten never take the union vowel, five 

always take it, and seven are var1able. 

There seems to be no generalization 

possible for roots ending in a single 

consonant. 

3. All roots ending in voiceless aspirates. 

Once again, Whitney's judgment that we 

are confronted with a difficult combina-

tion is incomprehensible. If these roots 

end in a single stop (as Whitney assumes 

they do), then we should expect the stop 

to be deaspirated (by AVl); gratta 

would be the ordinary resultant of 
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~rath + ta (from grath ttie'). How

ever, we have argued that voiceless 

aspirate stops should be represented 

as clusters with Q as a second member. 

The fact that all roots ending in these 

postulated clusters invariably take 

the union vowel provides further sup

port for this argument. 

5.4.2. Consonants of Reduplicati"on 

We have presented positive evidence that voice

less aspirates should be represented as clusters. It 

remains for us to present non-negative evidence--that is, 

we must show that such a representation, while s~plify

ing some descriptions and permitting new explanations for 

certain phenomena, does not at the same time necessi

tate complication in the description of other phenomena. 

In the case at hand, the method of formation of redupli

cating syllables provides relevant non-negative evidence. 

Consonants are reduplicated in the same way in 

each of the formations involving reduplication (the 

present system of the redupli·cating class, the perfect 

system, the reduplicative aorist, the intensive, and 

the desiderative). The only complication occurs in 
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the intensive, in which both the final and lnitial 

consonants of the root are reduplicated. We are l~re 

concerned only with the reduplication of initial con

sonants. The general principle (W589) is as follows: 

Thus, 

1. If the root begins with a single con

sonant followed by a vowel, that con

sonant is reduplicated. 

2. If the root begins with a consonant 

cluster, ~ or the consonants in 

the cluster is reduplicated. In 

the case or a spirant-plus-stop 

cluster, the stop is reduplicated. 

Otherwise, the initial consonant or 

the cluster is reduplicated. 

Cluster Reduplicating Consonant 

t st 

sk 

' se 

sn 

sm 

sr 

sl 

ks 

k 

c 

k 
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Two further conditions are traditionally added 

to this principle: 

3. An aspirate is reduplicated as a 

non-aspirate. 

4. A velar or h is reduplicated as a 

palatal. 

Let us consider condition (3). When the con-

sonant to be reduplicated is a voiced aspirate, deas
ll 

piration is accomplished by GrassmanAs Law (in any of 
'Ill 

its versions). In the early versions of Grassma~'s Law, 

this rule also accounted for the deaspiration of voice

less aspirates. However, in its final form (as AV2) ,. 
Grassma~'s Law is no longer related to the deaspira-

tion of voiceless aspirates, which are now clusters. 

Instead, condition (2) above explains the lack of aspi-

ration: Because th is a cluster, only the initial con
-!.. 

sonant, t, is reduplicated. No complication is intro

duced by the new representation of th. 

5.~.3. The Root jaks 

Having established rules AVl-5, we are now in 

a position to discuss the root jaks 'eat•, an excep

tion to our treatment of roots in ks in Chapter 4. 

In most of the attested forms of jaks the ending 

or suffix begins with a sonorant, so that the root shows 
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ks. However, there are a number of attested forms 

showing the root in combination with a !--3 sg. act. 

pres. Jagdhi, past participle jagdha, infinltive jagdhum, 

gerund Jagdhwaa. In every example we observe that the 

t has become dh--a state of affairs that could only 

have resulted from an application of AV3 (Bartholomae's 

I~w). But AV3 is applicable only when the root ends in 

a voiced aspirate. We cone lude that the root i.s cor-

rectly represented as jaghs (and not jaks, jags, or jas + ~), 

and that we have another example of the application of 

SP3 (Spirant Deletion): 

jagh + ta .-.-; ~ + tha 
AV3 

~ j agh + dha ---?- ..J!!s_ + dha 
AV4 AVl 

In a few forms of t.he s-acrist we can observe 

SP3, AV3, AV4, and AVl again operating together (W88ld). 

Thus, from the root ru{n)dh we have 1 sg. midd. arutsi 

and 3 sg. midd. aruddha: 

a + rudh + s + 1 ~ a + rud + s + 1 
AVl 



a + rudh + s + ta ~ a + rudh + ta 
SP3 

~ a + rudh + tha -> 
AV3 AV# 
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a + rudh + dha --? a + rud + dha 
AVl 

Our decision about the representation of jaks 

•eat' 1s supported by the relationship between this 

root and the root ghas, also 'eat'; jaks is then a 

reduplicated form of ghas: 1! + ~hs. There is a 

similar relationship between another root jaks 'laugh' 

and the root has, also 'laugh'. 

Another fonn with "zero-grade" of a root, as 

in ~ + ghs is of some interest in connection with 

the aspiration rules: bapsati, 3 pl. act. pres. of 

bhas 'devour', in contrast to the 3 sg.act. pres. 

babhasti These are forms of the reduplicating pres-

ent; the underlying forms are presumably bha + bhs + a + ti 

and bha + bh~ + ti, respectively. However, from 

bha + bhs + a + ti we would expect to derive bhapsati, 

because the ~following the seco~d bh blocks the appli

cation of AV2. We must assume that the reduction of 

the root occurs after AV2 and before AVl, so that the 



derivation proceeds as follows: 

bha + bhas + a + ti ·--~ 
AV2 
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ba + bhas + a + ti -..;. ba + bhs + a + ti 

~ ba + bs + a + ti 
AVl 

For the 2 pl. act. impv. of dhaa 'place•-

dhatta, presumably from the reduplicated rorrr. 

dha + dhaa + ta with reduction of the root to dh--our 

rules predict daddha. Lehmann1 suggests that a rout-final 

laryngeal (our ~) would block AV3. Indeed it would; 

it would also block AV2 (because Q is tense) so that 

from dha + dh~ + ta we would have the derivation ---

(whence dhatta) 

But in this example the root must be reduced before 

1 Lehmann 1955, p. 83. 
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AV2 (otherwise AV2 would apply), whereas in the pre-

vious example we required that the root be reduced 

after AV2. We have at present no way or resolving this 

apparent contradiction. Certainly Lehmann 1 s postula

tion of h must be examined more carefully • 
...!.. 

5.5. Voicing Assimilation 

5.5.1. Internal Voicins As·similatio~ 

We have already cited many forms illustrating 

the operation of the rule of internal voicing assimi

lation: an obstruent assimilates in voicing to a fol

lowing obstruent. Formally: 

r +obstl 
AV6. (+obst} ~ \:" vcd] / __ t_ocvcd j 

There are very few forms that provide any sort 

of evidence about the ordering relations between AV6 

and other rules. The examples jaghs + ta and 

a + rudh + s + ta in the previous section indicate 

that AV6 must follow SP3; if the ordering were reversed, 

the outputs would be jakta and arutta, respectively. 

AV3 and AV4 must also precede AV6J since together AV3 

and AV4 have the effect or a progressive voicing assi

milation. That is the extent of the evidence on order-

ing. 
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5.5.2. External Voicing Assimilation 

The assimilation in external, as in internal, 

sandhi is regressive. It is more general, however: a 

final obstruent asstmilates in voicing to any follow

ing initial segment, obstruent or sonorant: 

AV7. [ + obst] ~ [ot vcd] / __ #(#) [eo< vcd] 

The traditional discuss:ton of this rule is 

somewhat complicated by the postulation of a special 

"permitted finals., rule tha+: devoices all word-final 

obstn1ents. There is no necessity for any sort of 

special rule, for AV7 will adjust the voicing correctly 

in every context except before absolute pause. And 

this case can also be handled if we (quite reasonably) 

assign the feature -vcd to the boundary $. 

We have as yet very little evidence about the 

position of AV7 within the set of rules. This matter 

\':ill be discussed in the next chapter. 

Adjustments in the form of AV7 will be made in 

Section 6.1.1. 

5.6. App'endix 

In this appendix we show that no arrangement 
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Jl 
of Grassman;s Law (GL), Bartholomae 1 s Law (BL) and 

the deaspiration rule (AV1) yield only correct out

puts.if these three rules are formulated as in Sec

tions 5.1. and 5.2. This result holds even if it ls 

assumed that the rules apply in a cycle. 

There are six possible arrangements of the 

three rules. In the tables below each possible arrange

ment is examined to determine the effect or the rules 

on the two underlying forms thudh + t1 and bhudh + si. 

Incorrect output forms are marked with the sign ~ at 

the bottom of the column. Assimilation of voicing is 

disregarded. 

1. Order: GL, BL, AVl. 

GL. budh + ti budh + si 

BL. budh + dhi * -
AVl. bud + dhi bud + si 

~ 

2. Order: ,L, AVl, BL. 

GL. budh + ti budh + si 

AVl. bud + ti bud + si 

BL~ vac vac 

tJ tJ 



.. 
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3. Order: BL, GL, AVl. 

BL. bhud + dhi * 
GL. budh + dhi budh + si 

; 
AVl. bud + dhi bud + si 

~ 
' ... 

~: 
4. Order: BL, AVl, GL. 

\!I 
h 

f: BL. bhudh + dhi * t bhud dhi bhud ~~ AVl. + + si 

; GL~ * * 
rf, 

J.: 

[. 5. Order: AVl, GL, BL. ll' .. 

~t 
?: 

b~d b~d ( AVl. + ti + si t 
~ ,, 

GL. * * ~i 
~~ 

~· BL. * * 
I 
I' rf, 
~ ,, 
r: 
i• 6. Order: AVl, BL, GL. i 
(! ,, 

bJ,ud h''ud f 
! AVl. + ti + si ( 
): 

i; BL. * * , 

GL. '* '* 
rf, 
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It is of course possible that the rules might 

apply cycl:l.cally. In each example GL would apply only 

on the first pass; we indicate below the effects of 

the second pass on the forms budh + ti and budh + sie 

7. Order: GL, BL, AVl 

GL. vac vac 

m.. budh + dhi * 

AVl. bud + dhi hud + si 

<fi 

8. Order: GL, AVl, BL. 

GL. vac va;.; 

AVl. bud + ti bud + si ,. 
; J 

BL. '* * 
~ ~ 

9. Order: BL, GL, AVl. 

BL. budh + dhi * 
GL. vac vac 

AVl. bud + dhi bud + si 

~ 
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10. Order: BL, AVl, GL 

BL. budh + dhi * 
AVl. bud + dhi bud+ si 

GL. * * 
~ 

11. Order: AVl, GL, BL. 

AVl. bud + ti bud + si 

GL. ,. ,. 

BL. ,. ,. 
~ ~ 

12. Order: AVl, BL, GL. 

AVl. bud + ti bud + si 

BL. ,. 
* 

GL. * * 
~ rp 

In each of the twelve methods of ordering.~~ at 

least one of the output forms is incorrect. 
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Chapter 6 

The Sandhi of r a.nd s 

6.1. External Sandhi 

In Chapter 4 we treated the external sandhi 

of s and ! before voiceless initials. In the follow

ing sections we snall discuss the remaining cases and 

their relation to the rules of vowel sandhi {Chapter 2). 

Emeneau's rules for the sandhi of s and r: 

Ell. 11 -s and -r, final ln phrase or 

before a s:~ilant or a voiceless 

labial or velar stop, are replaced 

by l}." 

El2. 11 -s and -r, before a voiceless pal-

atal, retroflex, or dental stop, 

are repla~ed by the sibilant cor

responding to the stop." 

El3. "-as plus initial a yield o." 

El4. "-as before any other vowel than 

a loses s and hiatus remains." 

El5. "-as before a voiced consonant is 

replaced by o." 

El6. "-as before a voiced sound loses 

s, and if the voiced sound is a 

'1 

' ' : 

ji ',_; 
'I ~· ~ 

·.• "I 
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vowel, hiatus remains." 

El7. "Any other case of -s and any case 

of -r, before r is dropped with 

lengthening of the preceding vowel 

if it 1~ short." 

ElB. "Any other case of -s before any 

voiced sound other than -r, is 

reple-'1ed by r." 

E21. "Any other case of -r remains, i.e. 

before other voiced sounds than 

itself." 

(El9 and E20 deal with three ex~eptional 

forms.) 

6.1.1. Sandhi After Noncompact VoweJ:s 

Rules Ell and El2, as they apply to ~~~ have 

already been discussed. It remains to adjust or add 

to the rules we already have so that ~before voice

less initials will be treated in exactly the same way 

as ~ and !• That is~ we must either adju~t PAL2 (Ex

ternal Palatality Assimilation) and SP4 (Spirant Assimi

lation) so that r wtll be affected by these rules, or 

we must make r indistinguishable from ~ by the time - -
these two rules apply. The second of these two courses 
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is the simpler, if we ussurne that AV7 (External Voic

ing Assimilation) applies to ~and that AV7 is ordered 

before PAL2 and SP4. Then AV7 creates a voiceless ~ 

(which we shall denote by R) before voiceless initials. 

A rule must then be added to shlft R to ~--a change in 

the features or obstruency and vocalicity only. 

Next we notice that a rule to shift z to r is • 

also needed. This rule will have the same effect as 

ElB, since "any other case of -s before a voiced sound" 

will be retroflex (El3-16 handle those cases or final 

s to which RETl' is not applicable) and voi~ed (by AV7). 

The shift of R to s and the shift of ; to r can be . - -
combined into a single rule, RSl (an 'E ~ !!_" rule) .. 

The revised form or AV7 and the new rule RSl are as 

follows: 

AV7' • 
[ +consl 

-nas j--;[oc-vcd] / __ #(#) [a< vcd] 

[ +cons] 
RSl. +cont ~ 

o<vcd 
[ - ~obst] 

.,.. voc 

AV7' cannot be generalized to affect all +cons segments, 

since the nasals are not devoiced before voiceless 

initials. 

·.1 
'·' 
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Examples {involving punar 'again'; ca''and'; sroauti, 

3 sg. act. pres. of sru 'hear'; agnis, nom. sgG 

of agni 'Agni'; and ati 'beyond') 

punar ## ~ ----? 
AV7' 

punaR ## ~ ---;) 
RSl 

puna~ #11 c a _____:;, 
PAL2 

puna~##~ 

punar ## arttauti --.,). punaR ## srQauti 

~ 
RSl 

pun as 
• 

AV7' 

#=# art} au ti --

punas ## srQauti _ _, 
VIS2 
{opt) 

pun8Q ## srQauti 

---> 
SP4 

agnis ## ati ---;; agni~ ## ati 
RETl' 

~ agni~ ## ati-> 
AV7' - RSl 

agnir ## ati 

We turn now to El7. If this rule is ordered 

after RSl, then there is no need to specify 11 any other 

·I 
'i 

·~ 
.1 

I 

i 
,• 
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case of -a"; the rule will apply simply to any!'.. fol

lowed by initial r. Since the natural source or a 

tense vowel is a cluster or two like vowels, we order 

this rule before the rules for vowel sandhi. 

RS2. 
r+voc ~ ~+voc ~ .. 

+voc +cons +cons 
[ -conJ ~ +comp !(#) -t-comp , ---,~> 

1 2 3. 
1 1 3 

Examples (involving the voc. sg. of ratna 'jewel'): 

punar #=# ratna ---7 punaa ## ratna 
RS2 

agnis ## ratna ___.;,. 
RETl' 

agnis ## ratna • 

~ 

AV7' 
agniz ## ratna ~ • RSl 

agnir ## ratna ----7 agnii 1#1 ratna 
F.S2 

We have so far established the following ordering: 

RETl'. Retroflexion of~· 

AV7'. External Voicing Assimilation. 

RSl. rE--+ ~· 

RS2. Simplification of rr. 

Rules for the sandhi of az and !!!_ (~ and 

aas before voiced initials will al-



• 
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ready have been affected by AV7 1 ) 

and for vowel sandhi; PAL2. External 

Palatality Assimilation; SP4. Spi

rant Assimilation. 

VISl-3. Visarga rules. 

The effects of Ell and El2 together are pro

duced by AV{', RSl, PAL2, SPI~, and the visarga rules 

together. The effect of El8 is produced by RETl', 

AV{', and RSl. The effect of El7 is produced by RET1 •, 

AV1', RSl, and RS2. E21 does not need to be explicitly 

stated, of course. It thus appears that we have replaced 

five rules of Emeneau•s by nine rules of our own (RETl', 

AV{', RSl, PAL2, SP4, RS2, VISl-3). Eowever, RETl', AV{', 

and PAL2 are motivated on quite independent grounds. 

Moreover, Emeneau's statement of the conditions on the 

appearance or visarga is oversimplified; our rules 

take account of the variation between visarga and spirants. 

Finally, our rules are simpler than Emeneau•s would be 

if his were directly formalized in terms of distinc-

tive features. 

6.1.2. Sandhi after a· and a 
We are left with four of Emeneau•s rules (E13-E16) 



to account for; in slightly more formal versions 

the se rules are 

El3. 

El4. 

El5. 

az ~[:~~~s J-,.1 3 4 
12 3 l+tns "l 

l-comp~ 
4 

JliL B:~~~s}) __, £ 3 4 
...., 
az 
12 3 4 

El6. z ~ 53 1 a: - ## - ---

143. 

All four rules involve the deletion {or at 

least the disappearance) of a z 1 a segment that hap

pens not to occur anywhere in Sanskrit anyway. El3 

and El5 are similar in that they involve the appear-

ance of an o. We have already discussed the deletion 

of initial a called for by El3 (VOW6 in Section 2.3.) 

It then appears that El3-El6 could be trans-

lated into two rules--the creation or o in certain 

environments followed by the general deletion or z. 

Let us first consider the deletion of ~· On one hand 

(a) there is the case of the combination az ## a. 
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Here the deletion of ~must precede VOW6, for other-
., 

wise the initial a would not be deleted; the resultant 

of nalaz ## ati {nalas, nom. sg. of nala 'Nala') :ts 

nalati, not nalawati. But on the other hand (b) there 
~ ~ 

:ts the case of az before any vowel except a, and also - -
the case of az before any vowel. Here the deletion of 

~must follow VOW3' {Mid Vowels) and VOW4 1 (Postvocal:I.c 

Glides)--and hence must follow VOW6--because the hiatus 

resulting from the deletion remains; the resultant of 

nalaz ## iti is nalaiti, not naleti, and the resultant 

of ~aaz ## iti (kamas, nom. pl. of kaama 'love') is " --
kam~iti, not k:ameti. 

We are forced to postulate two ~-deletion rules; 

for case (b) a late rule prescribing the general dele

tion of ~~ for case {a) an earlier rule prescribing 

this deletion only in certain circumstances. The late 

rule is s:Unply 

RS3. [
..-+obst1 
+cont 
+vcd 

,, 
For case (a)--and the related case of az before 

an initial consonant--we note that the natural source 

of an o is the cluster ~, so that the most obvious 
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method of creating an ~ would be to insert a ~ after 
V v 

the !. in ~; the !. would be deleted, and VOW6 would 

apply. However, several considerations weigh against 

this approach. 

First, the u-insertion rule is by no means 
.. , 

simple. The rule would be "Insert u between a and 

z when the z is final and when an initial non-vowel. 
..... 

or an initial vowel other than a follows." A corn-

pletely formalized version of the rule would take one 

of two forms, depending upon its ordering with respect 

to VOWl'. If u-insertion precedes the coalescence of 

like vowels, the simplest version of the rule is 

[
+voc ] 
-cons 
+grv / 
-comp 

[ {+cons}] [+voc ~ t -voc -cons 
+comp -

[ -:~~~s} 
+cont --

##( r~~~~s1) [( +consrr 
+comp 1-voc ~ j 

If u-insertion follows the coalescence of like vowels (so 

that we are dealing with lax vs. tense vowels, instead 
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of single segments vs. clusters), the simplest ver-

sion of the rule is 

% ~ r~~~~sl I 
l~comp i 

[
+voc] -cons 
+comp 
-tns 

r+consl l-voc 
__ +cont_ 

Second, the early ~-deletion rule is not a 

general rule, for the instances of ~in case (b) must 

not be deleted. In fact, ~-deletion would take place 

if and only if the z followed a ~~ so that the applica

bility of the z-deletion rule would be logically 

equivalent to the applicability of the u-insertion 

rule that it immediately follows. In such a situa

tion it is pointless (and indefensible, on the grounds 

of simplicity considerations) to postulate two rule~. 

In the absence of evidence for postulating two 

rules or for an alternative analysis, the most direct 

method of accounting for case (a) is to add the rule 
4.o 

"Replace final z by!!_ when it is preceded by~ and fol-
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..., 
lowed by a non-vowel or by a vowel other than a." The 

change or ~ to u is certainly an unnatural one, since 

~and ~ share hardly any markings (they are both con

tinuant, noncornpact, and voiced). Nevertheless, this 

single !_ ~ u rule is simpler than a U··insertion rule 

followed by the deletion of ~ after u. As was the case 

with the !!_-insertion rule, the z ---? u rule cculd be 

ordered either before or after VOWl' • We provide here 
• 

a formalized version of the rule as it applies after 

VOWl': 

[ +cons] 
RS4. -voc -? 

-cons l 
+voc 
-obst 
+grv / 
+fl 

Examples: 

+cont 
-tns 

[~~~~~] ( r~~~~~l~J [I+cons~~ 
-tns ## i-tns )J ·-voc : \ ------ , 

nalaz ## ati ~ 
RS4 

na-lau ## a ti -~ 
VOW6 

naJ:au ## ti ~ nalo ## ti 
VOW3' 



Compare: 

nalaz ## naama ~ nalaz ## nama 
VOWl' 

~ nalau ## nama -~ 
RS4 VOW3 1 

nalo #11 nama 

I I 
satrau~ #=# at1 ~ satro~ ## at1 

VOW3' 

~ 

RSl 

I 
satror ## ati 

~a tru~ #=# a t1 ~ 
RSl 

' sa trur ## a ti 

148. 

{nama, nom. sg. of naaman 'name'; I I satros and satrus, 

gen. sg. and nom. sg., respectively, of ~atru 'enemy') 

6.2. Internal Sandhi 

In internal sandhi the treatment of s before 

obstruents is as follows {Wl66, ~14): 

1 

{a) 

(b) 

Before (#)s, t(h): s - . 

Or possibly, in some cases, converted to d (Wl66, 232). 



{c) Before bh: · ~ becomes o; after 

any other vowel, ~becomes r.2 

149. 

The rules in previous sections do not affect s 

in case (a). Case (b) is already handled by AV6 (In

ternal Voicing Assimilation) and RS3 (z-Deletion): 

SAdhi, 2 sg. act. impv. of saas •order• is obtained 

by the derivation 

~az + dhi ---> ~§. + dhi 
RS3 

In case (c) we have in fact the same phenomena 

as in external sandhi before an initial voiced con

sonant. The instr. pl. fonns manobhis (~ + ~ 'mind•) 

haw:trbhis {haw + is 'offering') J ~.a:J:~~:urbhis (cas + !. + us 

'eye ' ) --compare the loc. p 1. forms man as su, haw-1-~~u, 

caksussu--are analogous to mano #=# bhawati la~u~/r #:.;tt/111/UfJ.t:. 
• •• J- ·> 

cak~ur ## bhawati. Hence bhis, like su, should be 

represented with an initial #. We then have the deriva-

2 In the case of noun stems ending in as, is, or us. 
Whitney lists no "nonnal" trea"Eiienrof roO€'-final 
s, only two sets of presumably exceptional phe
nomena (W167, 168). 
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vations (disregarding any changes in the s of bhis) 

man + as # bhis .. -~ 
AV7' 

~ man + ~ # bhis --~ 
RSl~ VOW3' 

~ 
AV7' 

haw + 1~ # bhis -- --



Appendix& 

Summary o! Rules and Ordering 

The rules presented in this work are listed below 

in the order Df their appearance. With each rule is 

given the number of the section in which it is first 

discussed. Final versions of rules are starred. 

VOWl. Coalesc6nce of Like Vowel~ 

•VOW2. Prevocalic Glides (2.2) 

VOW3. Mid Vowels (2.2) 

vo~. Postvocalic Glides (2.2) 

*VOW5. taxing of a (2.2) -
VOWl'. Revision of VOWl (2.4) 

*VOW6. 
.... 

(2.1t) ,!-Deletion 

•vow?. z-Deletion (2.4) 

*VOW3 1 • Revision of VOW3 (2.1t) 

*VOWLt- 1 • Revision of VOWLt- (2.4-) 

RETl. Retroflexion of ~ (3.1) 

*RET2. Deretroflexion of ~ (3.1) 

RET3. Retroflexion of n (3.2) -
*RET4. Deretroflexion of n (3.2) 

• -
*RET5. Retroflexion by ! (3.3) 

•RET6. !-Deletion (3.3) 

(2.2) 

RET?. Internal Retroflexion Assimilation (3.4) 

151. 



RET8. External Retroflexion Assimilation (3.4) 

•~1•. Revision of RETl (3.4) 

*RET3 1 • Revision of RET3 (3.4) 

*SPl. First Spirant-Shift (4.1.2) 

*SP2. Second Spirant-Shift (4.1.2) 

*ABBR. Abbreviation (4.1.4) 

*SP3. ~-Deletion (4.1.4) 

152. 

*PALl (RE!?'). Internal Palatality Assimilation (4.2.1) 

*PAL2 (RET8 1 ). External Palatality Assimilation (4.2.2) 

*SP4. External Spirant Assimilation (4.2.3) 

*SP5. ! ~ ~ (4.2.4) 

*SP6. Spirant Insertion (4.2.5) 

*VISl. !/~ ~ Q (4.2.6) -
*VIS2. Visarga before Spirant (4.2.6) 

*VIS3. Visarga ~ pausa (~.2.6) 

GL. Grassmann•s Law (5.1) 

GL'. Revision of GL (5.1) 

*AVl. Deaspiratian (5.1) 

BL. Bartholomae•s Law (5.2) 

GL 1 •. Revision of GL 1 (5.3) 

*AV2. Revision of GL 11 (5.3) 

*AV3. Revision of BL (5.3) 

*AV4. Tense Stops (5.3) 



*AV5. Aspirates from Clusters (5.3) 

*AV6. Internal Voicing Assimilation (5.5.1) 

AV7. External Voicing Assimilation (5.5.2) 

*AV7 1 • Revision of AV7 (6.1.1) 

*RSl. ,t ~! (6 .. 1.1) 

*RS2. Simplification of £! (6.1.1) 

*RS3. ~-Deletion (6.1.2) 

*RS4. z ~u (6.1.2) - -
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The ordering restrictions on the final versions of 

these rules are summarized in the chart on the next 

page. 



AV2 

t 
AV3 

~ 
AVIf 

/\ 
AV') AV6 

l ~ 
AVl RS3 ABBR 

~ 
SP6 

SPlt= 

~ 
VISl VIS2 

SP3 

+ r 
SP2 

' 1' }fr5 
RET2 ~~ Jr6 

~ 

VOWl' 

'T~BPit 
+ VOW6 

voi 
~ 

VOW3' 

t 
vowlf.• 
t 

VOW7 

RE'l'4 
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